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My dissertation focuses on the strategic implications of the link between organizational
culture and social network structure. I study their role in the process of knowledge transfer and
diffusion, organizational memory, and organizational design. More broadly, I examine the way
that social structure influences the information environment, and what effect this has on
organizational learning. I focus in particular on the process of cultural evolution.
My dissertation leverages digitization as a phenomenon of inherent interest and as an empirical
setting that can improve our theoretical understanding of both digital and non-digital
communities. I extensively leverage computational methods, especially machine learning
techniques related to text and other unstructured data, and the analysis of “big data,” especially
pertaining to large-scale networks. By combining these computational tools with organizational
theory and the rich relational data generated by the explosion of digital records, my research
grants insight into the dynamic process of learning in organizations and the implications for
innovation and competitive advantage.
I explore how digitization informs and develops our understanding of organizational culture,
knowledge transfer, and the labor market. Specifically, I investigate how digitization has opened a
window to observe network structure and language, providing a lasting record of these changes
through time. Using these digital records to observe the structure of social relations and the
language used to communicate can help deepen our theory of knowledge transfer for a wide range
of organizations, not just those that operate in the digital sphere. This means that these studies
also have implications for understanding organizations in non-digital settings.
My dissertation contributes both theoretically and empirically to the knowledge theory of the
firm. However, the mechanisms underlying knowledge transfer remain underdeveloped. I
contribute by disentangling the related mechanisms of language and organizational structure, and
I propose that common language directly impacts what knowledge may be efficiently transferred.
Next, my dissertation contributes to the growing field of digitization. Digitization is salient for
researchers both as a unique phenomenon and as an ever-expanding source of accessible data to
test theory. Moreover, since one of the central contributions of digitization is to reduce the cost of
information gathering, it is well-suited to my theoretical setting of knowledge transmission and
organizational memory.
Finally, my dissertation contributes to our understanding of culture in organizations. The focus
on language as an aspect of culture allows both additional formalization as well as more specific
empirical tests of the contribution of culture to organizational outcomes. In particular, a focus on
dynamic settings in each of the chapters reveals the interplay between organizational structure,
memory, and change. This helps us to understand how language evolves, how it is learned, and
how it changes in response to information shocks.
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Preface
My dissertation focuses on the strategic implications of the link between organizational
culture and social network structure. I study their role in the process of knowledge transfer and
diffusion, organizational memory, and organizational design. More broadly, I am interested in the
way that social structure influences the information environment, and what effect this has on
organizational learning. I am especially interested in the process of cultural evolution, and how
organizations can make organizational design choices to create cultures that are a source of
competitive advantage.
My dissertation leverages digitization as a phenomenon of inherent interest and as an empirical
setting that can improve our theoretical understanding of both digital and non-digital
communities. I have developed an expertise in computational methods, especially in machine
learning techniques related to text and other unstructured data, and in the analysis of “big data,”
especially pertaining to large-scale networks. By combining these computational tools with
organizational theory and the rich relational data generated by the explosion of digital records, my
research grants insight into the dynamic process of learning in organizations and the implications
for innovation and competitive advantage.
I explore how digitization informs and develops our understanding of organizational culture,
knowledge transfer, and the labor market. Specifically, I investigate how digitization has opened a
window to observe network structure and language, providing a lasting record of these changes
through time. Using these digital records to observe the structure of social relations and the
language used to communicate can help deepen our theory of knowledge transfer for a wide range
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of organizations, not just those that operate in the digital sphere. This means that these studies
also have implications for understanding organizations in non-digital settings.
My first chapter, Testing a Theory of Cultural Evolution within Organizations: Evidence
from Alt-Right Echo Chambers, illustrates this research stream. Social networks and
organizational culture are deeply connected. However, the causal direction between the two is a
thorny problem. To what extent and through what mechanisms can social network structure drive
cultural and linguistic change? I take a two-pronged approach to this question: a formal model to
help unpack the mechanisms, and an empirical test using a natural experiment from an Alt-Right
online community on the Reddit platform.
The model first develops how the culture of an organization, including an online community, is
reflected in the language of those in that organization. I then incorporate the dynamic interplay
between social network structure and language in the presence of social learning and suggests that
language is partially endogenous to network structure. That is, an organization can shock or
“rewire” the network to change users’ language. Moreover, any such shock must also increase the
conductance, a measure of the relative insularity between individuals using idiosyncratic
language and others. In the context of a shock to the social network, changes in conductance
reflect changes in the structural cohesion of interconnected groups. That is, increasing the
conductance between two groups means we are making the groups more structurally integrated.
This structural integration, captured by increasing conductance, illustrates that a key mechanism
in changing language is the increase in social learning across these groups.
I test my predictions using a natural experiment from an Alt-Right online community. The natural
experiment shocks the network, and I evaluate linguistic change following this shock. This lets me
show causal evidence of the endogeneity of language to social network structure. Across several
ways of measuring language use, including measures derived from contemporary advances in
natural language processing techniques, I find that this shock causes a shift in language use away
from the jargons of the Alt-Right community (including a decrease in hate speech).
In the second chapter (Partial) Exit and Voice in the Labor Market: Evidence from the
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Digital Water Cooler (working paper with Natalie Carlson and Stephan Meier), we revisit
Hirschman’s (1970) theory of exit and voice in the context of the gig economy, leveraging text
analysis to analyze data from the largest online forum for Lyft and Uber drivers. Workers who are
dissatisfied with an organization may express their discontent by exiting or by employing voice,
options which are traditionally treated as substitutes. As outside options become more attractive,
exit rises and voice falls. In updating the framework, we introduce the idea of partial exit – gig
workers need not exit a platform entirely when dissatisfied, but rather can adjust their allocation
of labor between platforms – and discuss the imbalanced power relationship between gig workers
and employment platforms. We argue that under the conditions of platform gig employment, both
exit and voice are likely to rise as alternative options improve. We empirically test our predictions
in the ride-sharing market: exploiting time variation in Lyft’s market share gains on Uber in 59
U.S. cities between 2014-2018, we analyzed posts from the largest online forum for ride-sharing
drivers. Analyzing conversations at the “digital water cooler” allows us to quantify how drivers’
discussions of the exercise of both exit and voice shift in response to market conditions. We show
that as Lyft gained market share, drivers in those cities both increased their discussion of signing
up and working for Lyft (partial exit), and increased their discussion of labor organizing (voice).
Using topic modeling, we provide detailed evidence of the specific conversational topics that
shifted in response to Lyft’s market share gains.
In the third chapter, The Organizational Ship of Theseus: Routines Store Knowledge during
Turnover I investigate the ways that culture, and especially language, can encode organizational
priorities and enable organizational memory. Culture’s ability to encode priorities creates
differences between organizations in which types of knowledge can be efficiently communicated.
Language in this formulation has connection to routines: they are held at the organizational level,
and can be a means to transfer knowledge efficiently within an organization, consistent with the
knowledge-based view of the firm. Language also takes on an emergent property of storage. This
is because we cannot use the language to communicate without also communicating its priorities
via its structure. Like an organizational Ship of Theseus, I ask how much of the language of the
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original members remains when they have all been replaced. I find that by iteratively replacing
every member of the organization, a substantial percentage of the updated language reflects the
founding members’ priorities. Moreover, I find that the problem is exacerbated for larger
organizations. Even after two full replacements of the organization, that is everyone has been
replaced, and their replacements have been replaced, about 15% of the updated language reflects
the original members’ priorities.
Common language is a type of limited codifiability that makes certain (possibly tacit) routines
and situations more efficient to describe within an organization. Thus, the upshot of common
language is that it provides a pathway for organizational memory. On the other hand, this also
suggests that it is not enough to change the language and culture of organization simply by
changing its members, and thus may be one part of the puzzle of organizational rigidity. In
ongoing work, we test the model using data from a popular online strategic communication
cooperation game. By exploiting a panel of partially overlapping teams, we find that players bring
communicative routines with them when they join a new team, and are able to transfer this
knowledge to the new team.
My dissertation contributes both theoretically and empirically to the knowledge theory of the
firm. However, the mechanisms underlying knowledge transfer remain underdeveloped. I
contribute by disentangling the related mechanisms of language and organizational structure, and
I propose that common language directly impacts what knowledge may be efficiently transferred.
Next, my dissertation contributes to the growing field of digitization. Digitization is salient for
researchers both as a unique phenomenon and as an ever-expanding source of accessible data to
test theory. Moreover, since one of the central contributions of digitization is to reduce the cost of
information gathering, it is well-suited to my theoretical setting of knowledge transmission and
organizational memory.
Finally, my dissertation contributes to our understanding of culture in organizations. The focus
on language as an aspect of culture allows both additional formalization as well as more specific
empirical tests of the contribution of culture to organizational outcomes. In particular, a focus on
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dynamic settings in each of the chapters reveals the interplay between organizational structure,
memory, and change. This helps us to understand how language evolves, how it is learned, and
how it changes in response to information shocks.
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Chapter 1: Testing a Theory of Cultural Evolution within Organizations:
Evidence from Alt-Right Echo Chambers
1.1 Introduction
Organizations seeking to change their cultures face a problem: changing culture directly is
difficult. Thus, organizations may prefer to change their cultures through channels that they can
directly control. I focus on one such channel: informal organizational structure, or the pattern of
social relationships and connections in an organization. By leveraging the dynamic connection
between structure and culture, I show how changes to structure induce changes to culture.
Despite the intuitive connection between organizational culture and informal structure, it is
nonetheless challenging to show clear empirical evidence of the impact of structure on culture.
In traditional organizations, both culture and informal structure are hard to measure. Moreover,
the tight link between culture and structure means that appropriately handling endogeneity is
paramount to any meaningful inference.
The setting of online communities (and the platforms that run them) partially ameliorate these
empirical challenges. Additionally, online communities are a prime example of how organizations
that leave toxic cultures to fester do so at their own peril. Online platforms and communities are
one such highly visible setting facing this problem.
While culture is undoubtedly broader than language, language is nonetheless an important
aspect of culture. Moreover, the overall culture of an organization, including an online community,
is manifested in and reflected through the language and vocabulary of individuals in that organization.
This is especially the case in text-based online communities like those on the platform Reddit,
which is the empirical setting of this paper. Anyone can learn about the organization’s culture
simply by observing the language.
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Culture is not static, rather it evolves as the individuals in the organization learn from one
another. I focus on the evolution of language as a central pillar of organizational culture, and one
that is especially salient in the culture of online communities. I develop a formal model of cultural
evolution in an organization that centers social networks, language, and learning. Individuals
observe their neighbors’ language use in a social network, make inferences about the cultural
priorities reflected in this language, and update their own language use. As they learn, the language
and the culture evolve.
My formal model suggests that language is endogenous to network structure. Moreover,
any such shock must increase the conductance, a measure of group-crossing information flow,
between individuals using idiosyncratic language and others. This illustrates that a key mechanism
in changing language is the increase in social learning across these groups and the decrease of
reflective within-group ties.
Leveraging the results of the model, I propose a network shock as an intervention that online
communities may undertake to change the language of their users. I test the predictions using
a natural experiment on the fourth most visited website in the United States, Reddit.com. The
website banned an Alt-Right subreddit, but did not ban any users, which resulted in a shock of
the user interaction social network. Across several ways of measuring language use, including
measures derived from contemporary advances in natural language processing techniques, I find
that this shock is associated with substantial shifts in language use away from the Alt-Right
community (including a decrease in hate speech).
1.1.1 Organizational Culture and Language
This paper contributes to the growing view of organizational culture as accessible and encoded
in language (Chen 2013; Crémer et al. 2007; Doyle et al. 2017; Srivastava and Goldberg 2017;
Srivastava et al. 2018). The language and specifcally the vocabulary used by members of the
organization reveals the underlying cultural priorities of the organization.
First, the language facilitates the transfer of semantic content, the meaning itself. Language is
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the medium that some idea is communicated through. In the context of organizations, the focus
has primarily been whether the language can efficiently communicate organizationally salient ideas
(Weber and Camerer 2003a; Wernerfelt 2004; Crémer et al. 2007; Koçak and Warglien 2020).
Given this premise of efficient language, what can the reader learn about the cultural priorities
of the writer? One can learn about the cultural priorities of those in an organization by their use of
specialized language or jargon. Consider the following example of frozen water in two languages:
English and Inupiaq.
English has a handful of words for frozen water. Inupiaq, which is a language spoken in
Alaska and northern Canada, has over fifty words for sea ice alone (Krupnik and Weyapuk 2010).
The speakers of Inupiaq have many words for snow because their experience demands that kind of
precision. While there is near infinite nuance in lived experience, part of what a language does is
choose which of those things to describe precisely. Different groups have different priorities over
ideas that are reflected in the language such that anyone looking at the language can then infer
relative differences in priorities simply by looking at the language.
The relevance of language to an organization’s culture goes beyond it being an aspect of that
culture. This is because language encodes cultural information that is communicated alongside
any substantive content being communicated with the language. That is, language is always
communicating along at least two levels: the content itself, where language is simply the medium
that this content is communicated through, and the encoded culture, that reflects the (possibly tacit)
cultural priorities that went into the language’s creation.
Language has several desirable properties with respect to measurement of organizational culture.
I measure it directly in the same way it is observed by those in the organization. Additionally, I
need not ex ante define the dimensions of culture before I measure it. This reduces the reliance on
self-report or survey measures of culture, and reduces the possibility that the researcher may focus
on aspects of culture that are of low relevance to the organization.
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1.1.2 Cultural Evolution
Culture is dynamic rather than static, meaning culture changes through time and requires
repeated observations to understand. This invites us to unpack the mechanisms involved in the
evolution of culture. The dynamics of learning provide a useful tool to influence language and in
turn culture. Social learning naturally invites the perspective of communication in networks and
diffusion through networks.
However, this is an empirically challenging problem. Cross-sectional and time-series data on
both the social network structure and culture of real-world organizations are scarce. Thus, strong
causal evidence of a link between networks and culture is similarly scarce. The primary approaches
thus far have been either theoretical or laboratory studies.
The theoretical side of the literature has focused on formal modeling especially using the
DeGroot learning setup (DeGroot 1974a; DeMarzo et al. 2003; Golub and Jackson 2010a). Building
off the results of the theoretical side of the literature, the laboratory studies have typically been
parameter estimation tasks in order to map onto the spectral approach central to DeGroot learning
(Centola and Baronchelli 2015a; Becker et al. 2017; Centola et al. 2018a).
The key result is that network structure can impact aggregate organization-level outcomes when
people learn from each other. The network matters because it affects who learns from whom, and
what the world looks like when you look around you.
However, we immediately run into a problem when we start trying to integrate this perspective
with language, which is that language encourages us to think from the perspective of groups and
subgroups, rather than from the perspective of individuals. I address this by generalizing the
individual-oriented idea of spectral centrality to the group-oriented idea of conductance between
groups.
1.1.3 Motivating the Model
The goal of our formal model of lanugage evolution in networks is to better understand the
mechanisms involved in the evolution of language in social networks. The model has three interlocking
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components that are key to unpacking these mechanisms: network structure, language, and learning.
The primary result of our model of language evolution in social networks shows that priorities
and language are endogenous to social network structure. This is the focus of our empirical
predictions. The organization can shock or change the network to change users’ language. Moreover,
any shock that changes the language must also increase the conductance, or information flow,
between individuals using idiosyncratic language and others in the community. This implies that a
key mechanism in changing language is the increase in social learning across these groups.
The conductance between two groups in a network reflects the relative proportion of interaction
with those from outside the group compared to inside the group. If the conductance between
two groups is low, there is little interaction between the groups. Conversely, if the conductance
between two groups is high, there is substantial interaction between the groups. This has lead
to conductance being a popular measure in community detection algoritms (Yang and Leskovec
2015; Van Laarhoven and Marchiori 2016; Lu et al. 2018). In the context of a shock to the
social network, changes in conductance reflect changes in the structural cohesion of interconnected
groups. That is, increasing the conductance between two groups means we are making the groups
more structurally integrated. Conductance can also be thought of as a spectrally-motivated version
of the Krackhardt E/I Ratio (Krackhardt and Stern 1988). This structural integration, captured by
increasing conductance, increases the amount of learning that takes place across group boundaries.
This reduces the use of idiosyncratic vocabulary by the relatively marginal group.
To be clear, I am making a more specific hypothesis than simply that removing the forum
removes some speech. Rather, changing one’s neighbors is predicted to change one’s language
everywhere. Thus, while you might be more likely to reference dogs in a forum dedicated to dogs,
you are predicted to write about them in a way that reflects how you write about dogs when the
topic arises in another foum. Thus, should our hypothesis be true, individuals should use these
words less in other forums compared to the pre-shock period. This is key for our empirical setting
because it enables a much stronger test.
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1.1.4 Online Communities and Echo Chambers
The share of all internet users who participate in online communites has continued to rise in
recent years, from an already high 72% in 2017 to 76% in 2020. Amongst Gen Z and millenials,
this share is close to 90% (Beer 2020). Thus, participants in online communities represent a
growing share of a growing pie, as the number of global internet users continues to grow, rising
to 4.13 billion in 2019 from 3.92 billion in the prior year (Clement 2020). People use online
communites to connect with other users, have conversations, and share content.
The growth of online communities has led to a proliferation of digital records of natural
language conversations. One key empirical area of interest in these communities is the extent
to which they form echo chambers of opinions, urging participants toward ever more extreme
points of view. Echo chambers emerge from self-selection into segregated communities of opinions
(Sunstein 2001) and from algorithmic amplification of opinion segregation (Flaxman et al. 2013).
However, while evidence for the existence of echo chambers accumulates, evidence for solutions
remain limited.
This problem is especially relevant for online communtities where the content on the platform
is the central value proposition of the community to its users. The typical response by platforms to
the problem of extreme communities is to (a) ban the users themselves, (b) ban the forum hosting
their conversations, or (c) both (Biddle 2015; Chandrasekharan et al. 2017). However, there is
virtually no evidence on the impact of such interventions in changing user behavior. Additionally,
the emergence of extreme communities opens platforms up to media risk, public scrutiny, and calls
for government regulation.
A number of papers have sought to understand the extent of online segregation into echo
chambers due to self-selection in networks (Sunstein 2001; Van Alstyne and Brynjolfsson 2005;
Quattrociocchi et al. 2016), in news sources (Lawrence et al. 2010; Larcinese et al. 2011; Shore
et al. 2016), and due to algorithmic influence on what media one is exposed to (Jeppesen and
Frederiksen 2006; Ma and Agarwal 2007; Pariser 2011; Flaxman et al. 2013; Xu and Zhang 2013;
Qiu and Kumar 2017). Additionally, many of these studies have focused on language as a means to
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infer opinions. However, most of these have focused on political ideology and political language
(Sunstein 2001; Gentzkow and Shapiro 2010; Greenstein and Zhu 2012; Durante and Knight 2012;
Greenstein and Zhu 2016; Boxell et al. 2017; Greenstein and Zhu 2018) following the literature
on ideological bias and political language in non-digital media (Gentzkow and Shapiro 2004;
DellaVigna and Kaplan 2007; Gentzkow and Shapiro 2010).
While political ideology is an important aspect of preferences, especially with respect to news
consumption, it is far from the only salient aspect of preferences and priorities in organizations,
especially online. The political content of the Alt-Right community’s posts in our empirical setting
cannot be easily collapsed along the traditional left-right yardstick. Thus, one advantage of the
empirical approach in this paper is in conceiving of priorities in a more nuanced way than this
yardstick.
1.1.5 Cultural Change as Platform Strategy
Driven by the explosion of echo chambers in online communities, the problem of idiosyncratic
vocabularies and language in organizations is an area that has skyrocketed in importance over the
past decades. Despite the newness of the problem, the implications of this wave of idiosyncratic
language are already broad and far-reaching.
Idiosyncratic language in online communities frequently takes the shape of extremist or even
hate speech. Online hate speech transforms into real-world violence against marginalized groups
(Fink 2018). Idiosyncratic language paves the way for the spread of misinformation that transforms
into negative health outcomes and electoral tampering (Grinberg et al. 2019).
Faced with this environment, online platforms face increasing pressure to take action. This
pressure takes the form of media scrutiny, fleeing advertisers and thus declining advertising revenue,
brand risk, and calls for regulatory intervention. With this threat to their bottom lines, platforms
must quickly find a way to “do well while doing good” or risk the loss of their mainstream
advertising base.
One approach commonly taken by platforms is to ban users who engage in this type of speech.
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While changes in the population of users can make meaningful changes in the language content on
online platforms (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. 2013; Kovacs and Kleinbaum 2020; Greenstein
et al. 2020), banning users has an (obvious) negative effect on the number of users and may
accordingly be revenue-decreasing for the platforms. Similarly, locking down the platforms too
much chases off users to freer platforms and/or prompt blowback from the existing userbase.
My results demonstrate the possibility of another type of intervention available to platforms
that lets them traverse this tightrope between advertisers and users: rewiring the social networks
of their users while leaving the pool of users intact. The natural experiment on Reddit allows us
to evaluate this type of “soft” intervention. I show that it is possible to change the vocabulary or
language of those in an online community by changing the tapestry of local neighborhoods.
1.2 Model
The model augments a traditional DeGroot learning network setup (DeGroot 1974; DeMarzo
et al. 2003; Golub and Jackson 2010) (DeGroot 1974a; DeMarzo et al. 2003; Golub and Jackson
2010a) with language-based communication (Crémer et al. 2007). Cultural evolution is a phenomenon
at the intersection of social network structure, language, and social learning. Thus, the model has
three central interacting elements that reflect this. The result is a dynamic model of language
evolution in social networks. The main result is that language is partially endogenous to network
structure. I propose that online communities can leverage the structural endogeneity of language
to construct network shock interventions.
All of the formal propositions and their proofs can be found in the appendix.
1.2.1 Network Structure
Individuals in this model are organized in a network structure. Individuals are nodes in that
network, and edges between individuals represent that one of them listens to or interacts with the
other. In this model, edges serve as pathways that allow communication between individuals.
Formally, the social network is represented by the graph  (+, ) which is defined over set
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of nodes or vertices + , and an adjacency matrix . If there are # individuals in the network,
then the adjacency matrix  is a # × # row-stochastic matrix, possibly weighted and directed
(not necessarily symmetric). Element 08 9 of  represents the influence of 9 on individual 8. This
influence may be due to interaction, conversation, or reputation. If 08 9 = 0, then 9 has no influence
on 8. Since  is row-stochastic, all of the influence on an individual 8 must sum to one. Because of
this, influence should be thought of in terms of proportions.
Throughout this analysis I will always assume there is some group within this network using
idiosyncratic language that we want to disrupt, and there is some other group whose language is
less idiosyncratic. Thus, it will be helpful for us to have a clear way to refer to these groups within
this network. Formally, I will treat this allocation into groups as a network cut. A cut of a network
partitions the nodes + into two disjoint subsets. Throughout this paper I will denote a cut by ((, (̄)




Figure 1.1: Directed Network with a Cut. The nodes, + , in this example network are partitioned
into two disjoint groups: ( (red) and (̄ (grey). This clarifies that a cut of a network is a property
of the nodes, rather than the edges. The two partitions in the cut may be connected, as in this
example, or comprise unconnected components.
The network cut enables us to think about the properties of the relationship between the
individuals in these two groups. The principal measure of the relationship between these two
groups for our purposes is the conductance of the network cut. This measure reflects the cross-
pollination between these two groups, or how much those in the two groups can be observed and
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possibly influence one another. Formally, the conductance of a network cut is defined as
Definition 1 (Conductance of a network cut). Suppose we have a social network represented by
the graph  (+, ) which is defined over a set of nodes, + , and adjacency matrix, . A cut of this
network if given by ((, (̄) where (, (̄ ⊂ + . The conductance of a cut is defined as
q(() =
∑
8∈(, 9∈(̄ 08 9
min(0((), 0((̄))







is the total weight of the edges incident with (.
The conductance measures the relative proportion of interaction and influence with those from
outside the group ((̄) compared to those from inside the group ((). If the conductance is low, then
those in ( are primarily interacting with others in (. This makes it difficult for the vocabulary of (̄
to percolate through the individuals in ( because it either does not reach them or is crowded out by
other influence from those in (. Increasing the conductance allows greater interaction and learning
to take place between the groups.
This measure clarifies one of the mechanisms of our proposed network shock interventions.
Any shock that disrupts the idiosyncratic langauge of those in ( will also increase the conductance
between ( and (̄. This helps to emphasize that the social learning taking place is intrinsically tied
to reducing the bottleneck of information between these two groups.
Thus, we can always increase the informational flow between two groups by focusing on
the edges that cross over from one group to the other. If the network is serving as pipes for
information to travel through, then increasing the conductance means that we are increasing the
relative proportion of those pipes that cross between the groups so that we accelerate the flow of





Figure 1.2: Directed network emphasizing the conductance-relevant edges. As in Figure 1.1, I
create a cut of the network, i.e. I partition the nodes, + , into two disjoint groups: ( (red) and (̄
(grey). The conductance between these two groups captures the relative proportion of interaction
with those from outside the group compared to inside the group. In particular, it measures the
relative influence of the edges that ‘cross the aisle,’ or connect members of ( to those in (̄. I have
colored these edges in teal. For the conductance between ( and (̄ to increase, we could increase
the amount of influence from existing edges (making the solid teal lines larger), we could create
new ‘across the aisle’ edges (the dotted teal lines), or, as is most relevant to our empirical context,
we could decrease the influence of existing edges within a group (making the dotted light grey
lines smaller).
1.2.2 Language
One source of novelty in this model, especially with respect to our setting, is clarity in what is
transmitted in the pipes of the network: language. Especially in online settings (and certainly in
our empirical setting of Reddit), the primary way that individuals communicate with one another
is by reading and responding to each other’s posts and comments.
While one might wish that they could instantly and accurately communicate their rich inner
state to those around them, we are constrained by the medium of communication, which in this
case is the written word. While this may be a detriment to online communicators, it is a boon
for us both theoretically and empirically. In a setting with no body language and no tone of
voice, writers are constrained by what readers can observe. This match between observables for
researcher and Redditor tightens the link between our modeling assumptions and the context we
wish to understand.
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Our model of language assumes that the set of priorities about which one would like to communicate
is richer than the space of words one could construct. This induces the following tradeoff: if a
word is precise, writing it should give the reader a very clear and immediate idea of what the
writer intends. If a word is vague, it may take the reader longer to understand the meaning of the
word, and possible confusion as to the writer’s true underlying priority may ensue. Thus, if some
priority is more important for the writer, it serves them to put that concept in a more specific word.
Since the set of priorities is larger than the space of words, not every priority can be in a specific
word. Thus, the choice of which concepts to assign to specific words encodes information about
the writer’s priorities.
This encoding of priorities via the relative specificity of words is precisely the aspect of language
I am interested in for our setting of breaking up idiosyncratic speech in online communities. I
suggest that idiosyncratic speech emerges in part because individuals in these communities place
undue weight on concepts that are less important to the broader community. Idiosyncratic language
is a natural result of our modeling assumptions if an individual places a high priority on the ideas
underlying that language.
I will model this formally as a partition model of language in the style of Crémer et al. (2007).
Briefly, in a partition language, individuals partition the set of priorities over what they would like
to communicate into bundles, or words. They choose these bundles so that their most important
priorities are in narrow bundles with little else, while less important priorities are in broader
bundles with many other unimportant priorities.
Formally, every individual has priorities about what concepts are important to them from a
finite set - . Each member’s priorities are reflected by a probability distribution over this set. So
for individual 8, their priority for G ∈ -, |- | = / is denoted ?8,G > 0. ?8,G reflects how important
the concept or idea G is to individual 8.
A language or vocabulary ! is a partition {F1, . . . , F } of - . Saying word F: indicates that
one is trying to express some concept G ∈ F: . I assume that the number of words  < / is fixed.
This is a behavioral assumption that means that the language is coarser than the full breadth of
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possible concepts. The breadth of a word is given by =: = |F: | and the frequency of a word is
given by ?: =
∑
G∈F: ?G . The breadth of a word reflects its specificity. Specific words are narrow,
so that = is small, while vague words are broad, so that = is large. The frequency of a word reflects
how often, in expectation, the ideas from that word will be used.
For a given word, the effort of ascertaining exactly which concept G ∈ F: is intended is
given by a function 2 that is strictly increasing in =: and convex so that vague words have higher
“interpretation cost” than more precise words. The convexity assumption reflects the increasing
ambiguity of parsing words with many possible meanings. Then the expected cost of a language
!8 is




The optimal language for some individual 8 minimizes for a given ?8. An example demonstrating
the process of creating a partition langauge is shown in Figure 1.3.
The richness in this model and applicability to our context results from the dynamic interaction
of the individuals in a social network. I am interested in the evolution of language as individuals
converse and are influenced by one another. I now turn to learning.
1.2.3 Learning
The learning in this model is local social learning. It is local in the sense that individuals only
observe their neighbors in the network. An individual 8’s neighborhood is comprised of those with
whom 8 directly interacts, i.e. those 9 such that 08 9 > 0. It is social in the sense that individuals
observe other individuals in the network (rather than observing information shocks from outside
the network, for example). Additionally, for individuals to learn, time must pass. I consider a two
period model. Table 1.1 briefly describes the timing of the model.
Learning Neighbors’ Priorities
There are two types of learning in this model. First, individuals make an inference about their
neighbors’ priorities. Second, individuals update their own priorities by combining these estimates
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Table 1.1: Model Timing
C0: (a) We observe the initial network, including initial partition languages. We choose a cut
of the network ( such that those in ( have a more specific word for some focal concept
than those in (̄.
(b) Network shock: We re-weight the network so that the conductance between ( and (̄ is
now higher.
C1: (a) Each individual outputs their language to each of their network neighbors.
(b) Learning Neighbors’ Priorities: individuals make a boundedly rational inference about
the underlying priorities of each of their neighbor’s languages.
(c) Social Updating: individuals update their priorities by combining their estimates of
their neighbors’ priorities with their own.
(d) Each individual re-solves the partition language problem given their updated priorities.
Figure 1.3: Partition Language. This figure gives an example of how to create a partition language.
I begin with a finite set of concepts or ideas, - . This set of concepts is common to all individuals
and has no inherent value or ordering. Individual 8 has priorities about which concepts are
important to them, reflected by the probability distribution ?8. ?8,G reflects the relative importance
of the idea or concept G to the individual 8. In the figure, this importance is reflected in the size
of concept. The language takes the concepts, and partitions them into words. Since the space of
possible ideas and concepts is richer than the language can allow, there are fewer words (in this
case 3) than concepts in - (in this case 8). This implies that some words may need to contain
more than one concept, making them less precise in conveying meaning. Additionally, it is costly
for the listener to understand the meaning of a less precise word. The optimal language therefore
grants the most important concepts the most precise words. In this example, this is reflected by
the largest concept, light blue, to be granted its own word. The second largest set of concepts, red
and green, share a relatively precise word, while the remaining concepts are grouped together into
a quite imprecise word.
with their original priorities.
Individuals try to learn their neighbors’ priorities by making inferences about the priorities
underlying their neighbors’ languages. They must do this because individuals observe the language
used by their neighbors, but they do not observe the priorities that influenced the creation of that
language. So they must make inferences about what those priorities are given the language that
they observe. When they observe the language of a given neighbor, they observe two things: (1)
the frequency of each of the words, which reflects how often in expectation each word is used, and
(2) the set of possible priorities that could have been intended with each usage of the word.
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Given the observed language, each individual makes a boundedly-rational inference about
the priorities underlying that word. The boundedly-rational learning nests the Bayesian estimate
as a special case. In other words, individuals are permitted to be fully rational, but they need
not be for the results of the model to hold. Moreover, this may vary by individual. The full
details of the boundedly rational learning are in the appendix, and can be best understood through
their deviation from the fully rational case. The one-period Bayesian estimate of language under
normally distributed priorities consists of taking an equally weighted estimate of each of the
priorities in a word. If a word F has a frequency of ? and = elements, the estimate for each
? 9 in F is ?̂ 9 = ?/=. The intuition of the boundedly rational learning is that individuals may make
any inference so long as they respect the ground truth of their observation of language so that their
estimate can ‘put the language back together again.’
There are two assumptions that go into this learning rule. Individuals observe the frequency of
a word, and the possible priorities that resulted in that word’s use. That one observes the frequency
of a word is relatively innocuous. If two individuals are conversing they will eventually discuss
enough to have a representative sample of each other’s language use, and at minimum this will
always hold in expectation. Indivudals also understand the possible priorities that resulted in a
word’s use. This is likely to hold more for some words than others. For example, when someone
says precipitation everyone is likely to understand that the possible underlying meanings are one
of rain, snow, sleet, or wintry mix. However, occasionally readers may be authentically confused
as to the possible underlying meanings. To support this assumption, I lean on our empirical setting
of online communication and suggest that if readers are truly confused they may perform time-
consuming searches via asking in the thread, Googling for an answer, etc.
Social Learning
Individuals update their priorities in response to social information. Individuals now have
an estimate of each of their neighbors’ priorities that they combine with their own by weighted
averaging. The weights have two components. The first is from the adjacency matrix . The
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second component is a “stubbornness” coefficient that reflects that individuals are likely to overweight
their own priorities and the priorities of those that share their views. These weights might be
influenced by that individual’s beliefs about the precision of their neighbors’ information or by
their neighbors’ status or reputation.
Overall, this means that individuals are influenced by their neighbors in the network. One can
take advantage of this via the network shock, which is formalized by the choice of the updated
adjacency matrix ′. In particular, one chooses an ′ that increases the conductance between (
and (̄. This increases the rate at which language of (̄ can be observed by those in ( by increasing
the proportion of interactions that those in ( are having with those in (̄. Importantly, this shock to
the network is the only tool at our disposal to change language in this model.
Effectively this stage of learning is a penalized version of DeGroot learning (DeGroot 1974a) as
individuals weight their updated priorities according to the adjacency matrix ′ as a weighted sum.
Additionally, weighted averaging of neighbors’ estimates is rational under normally distributed
priorities when the weights reflect the precisions of those priorities.
Overall, both stages of learning require a degree of bounded rationality. However, I believe
that this model’s case is helped that both stages of learning nest rational learning within a more
general set of learning regimes. Thus, while I assume individuals make boundedly rational choices
in learning from their neighbors, I neither rule out that they are rational, nor rely on knife-edge
rationality assumptions.
1.2.4 Model Results and Discussion
These three interacting elements of network structure, language, and social learning are the
building blocks that comprise our dynamic model of language evolution in social networks. There
are two primary sets of results that are our focus. The first result demonstrates that very small
changes in someone’s priorities can cause them to change their language. In other words, language
is not always robust to small changes in underlying priorities. This helps to reassure us that
especially when individuals have extreme or marginal views, we may be able to change their
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language with even small shifts in their priorities.
The second set of results show that language is endogenous to social network structure. In
particular, I show that we can shock the social network by “rewiring” it in order to disrupt and
break apart idiosyncratic speech. Additionally, I show that any rewiring that accomplishes the
task of disrupting idiosyncratic language must increase the conductance between those using this
language and the rest of the community. Formal versions of these propositions and their proofs can
be found in the appendix.
Clumpy Language Change
Individuals’ language can be robust to changes in priorities, so that shifts in their priorities
have no effect on their language. On the other hand, language can shift dramatically in response
to extremely small changes in individuals’ priorities. Both of these properties of the relationship
between language and its underlying priorities can exist simultaneously because language is inherently
coarser than the underlying distribution of priorities. This means that while priorities can change in
a smooth or continuous way, the changes in language induced by those smooth changes in priorities
will be ‘clumpy.’
The intuition for this idea is illustrated in Figure 1.4. Consider the priority weight ?∗=. Below
?∗=, one would create a word of size <. But as ?
∗
= grows, it eventually becomes worthwhile to
reduce the size of the word so one can refer to = more precisely so that above ?∗= one would create
a word of size < − 1. Thus, for any possible (even infinitesimally small) neighborhood around
?∗=, there are two different languages. Since a language is a partition of discrete ideas or priorities
into words, we are mapping a continuous object into a discrete object. This is the source of the
‘clumpiness.’ The takeaway is that we do not require large or dramatic shifts in priorities to result
in a change in language.
This property of clumpy language change is especially valuable given our empirical setting of
echo chambers in Alt-Right communities. It is difficult to change people’s minds, especially in
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Figure 1.4: Clumpy Language Change. This illustrates how smooth changes in priorities can
induce discrete or ‘clumpy’ changes in language. F: is the word containing some idea or concept
=. The smoothly moving line is the value of the priority on =, ?=. The other line is the precision of
the word F: , captured by the number of concepts in that word, |F: |. Below ?∗=, one would create a
word of size <. But as ?∗= grows, it eventually becomes worthwhile to reduce the size of the word
so one can refer to = more precisely so that above ?∗= one would create a word of size < − 1. Thus,
for any possible Y > 0 (even infintessimally small), there will always be a neighborhood around
?∗=, (?∗= − Y/2, ?∗= + Y/2), that contains two different languages.
amount may still be enough to change the language they use. Idiosyncratic language emerges
because individuals place greater priority on the ideas underlying those words than the broader
community. However, idiosyncratic language is expensive to maintain, so that these priorities
are more likely to be near the edge of their respective languages, ready to tip over into a more
mainstream language with a small bump. One can therefore ‘unwind’ echo chambers by exploiting
this property.
Change the Network to Change the Language
Language is endogenous to social network structure in the presence of social learning. In
other words, one can shock, or ‘rewire,’ the social network in order to disrupt and break apart
idiosyncratic language. Moreover, any such shock will increase the conductance between the
group using the idiosyncratic language, (, and the rest of the community (̄. This illustrates that a
key source of the language change is the increase in social learning between ( and (̄.
This implies that language, and culture more broadly, is not a static construct. One need not
consider it fixed in place, and need not take it as given. Instead, the language responds to the
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social structure of the community and the informational bottlenecks that the structure imposes (or
removes). Network ‘rewiring’ is then a tool that an organization can use to change its language and
culture. Moreover, this is a tool that is reasonably at the disposal of most organizations, whether
online or not. This means that an organization could practically leverage this result to design an
interventions to improve its culture.
The network shocks I focus on in this result are oriented around increasing the conductance
between the group using the idiosyncratic language, (, and the rest of the community (̄. Conductance
is useful in illustrating the theoretical mechanism of the shock, but it is also useful as a simple scalar
measure that captures changes in the mechanism.
The importance of conductance is also the importance of neighborhoods. Conductance captures
the relative proportion of interaction or influence with those from outside the group compared to
inside the group. With respect to one individual, to what extent does the composition of his or
her neighborhood reflect their linguistic group membership? If conductance is low, neighborhood
and group membership are strongly overlapping. One interacts primarily with those who share
similar idiosyncratic language. This is an echo chamber. By increasing the conductance, we are
decreasing the proportion of one’s neighborhood that shares this idiosyncratic language.
While local neighborhoods convey information about conductance, conductance conveys information
about neighborhoods and those neighbors neighborhoods, ad infinitum. Even if one’s individual
neighborhood remains constant, the growing conductance (a) shortens the travel time for outside
information to reach that individual, and (b) reduces the amount of duplicated idiosyncratic language
one will see. Thus, conductance is an excellent measure of structural insularity with respect to
information flows.
Practically speaking, one can increase the conductance by increasing the weight of ‘across
the aisle’ ties: edges that connect those in ( to those in (̄. One can do this by increasing the
amount of interaction between these two groups by creating new edges or growing existing edges.
However, one can also do this by decreasing the amount of interaction of individuals in ( amongst
themselves. Our empirical design is focused on the second case.
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My formal modeling results lead directly to empirical hypotheses that I can test in my empirical
setting. First, the ban of the Alt-Right subreddit will induce a network shock that increases the
conductance between Alt-Right posters and others. Through this shock to insularity reflected in the
conductance, those Alt-Right posters will decrease their use of idiosyncratic Alt-Right language. It
is important to emphasize here that I am not making the trivial claim that deleting a forum removes
language related to that forum. I make the much stronger claim that changing the network will
change these individuals language use wherever they are posting.
1.3 Empirical Setting and Data
We test our predictions using a natural experiment from the online community Reddit.com.
Reddit bills itself as “the front page of the internet” and is the fourth most visited website in the
United States and seventh most visited globally with 542 million monthly visitors according to the
web analytics company Alexa.
The website is partitioned into communities called subreddits where users can post links and
can comment and discuss with one another within the posts. Specifically, these comments are
organized into a tree structure (so that users reply directly to each others’ comments).
Users have persistent accounts, so users can carry on persistent (if anonymous) conversations
on the platform. The anonymity is primarily a boon given the questions we are interested in
since users are more likely to speak truthfully about subjects that have associated stigma. These
comments and responses induce an implicit weighted, directed social network of users.
Consider two users as nodes of this network. If one writes a comment, and the other responds,
then they now share an edge. The directed edge weights are the number of responses one makes
to another specific user’s comments and vice versa. Thus, if two users converse with each other
frequently, they will have large edge weights, and on the other end of the spectrum if two users
never respond to each other, then they will not share an edge.
I exploit a natural experiment that shocked the social network adjacency weights to test if
changing the network’s weights will change users’ language use. In January 2017, Reddit banned
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the subreddit r/Altright for violating the terms of service of the website by “doxxing,” or posting
on the subforum the real life identities and locations of people without their consent1.
However, although they banned the subreddit, they did not ban any individual users. This
analogous to banning their meeting place. Thus, these users were free to continue to comment
on each others’ posts in other subreddits, but they must first find each other. This is a shock to
the network adjacency weights. In the most extreme case, edges can be completely removed,
especially in the short run if two users were not already talking in another subreddit.
Notably, this community was not banned for content reasons. This sets this ban apart from
many others which explicitly claim content as the reason for the ban. Even though the ban cleanly
shocks the social network, it may have other effects on the language of users outside of the impact
through the network change. The most important of these is self-censorship. Users may change
their language if they believe the ban reflects a censure of the content of that subreddit. Because
this subreddit was not banned for content, this concern is lessened.
Additionally, the main tests we conduct are in another Alt-Right-leaning subreddit: the_donald,
which is a subreddit that describes itself as “a never-ending rally dedicated to the 45th President
of the United States, Donald J. Trump.” (Reddit 2019). I chose r/the_donald for several reasons.
First, it is a large subreddit with substantial overlap in membership with r/Altright. It is ostensibly
idealogically and topically similar to r/Altright, and is generally considered an Alt-Right-friendly
space in media accounts. This makes it an ideal testing ground in part by reducing self-censorship
concerns. Nevertheless, I cannot fully rule out the possibility of self-censorship effects.
If the shock rewires the social network as I describe, it will increase the conductance between
Alt-Right posters and others. Figure 1.2 illustrates how rewiring network edges affects the conductance.
The network shock primarily decreases the communication amongst Alt-Right posters (the dotted
light-gray lines in the figure). This clarifies that we need not increase ‘across the aisle’ communication
to increase the conductance. The shock affects the relative edge weights between Alt-Right users
and others, thereby increasing the conductance between the groups.
1Specifically, they shared identifying information about the man who punched Alt-Right figure Richard Spencer in
the face after the January 20, 2017 inauguration of Donald Trump as President of the United States (Lancaster 2017).
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The model plainly predicts that rewiring the network in a way that increases the conductance
between these groups will reduce the frequency that Alt-Right users write with idiosyncratic
language, in particular Alt-Right jargon. Continuing with the framing of our model, I will define
group ( as those who commented in r/Altright before the ban, and group (̄ as those who did
not comment in r/Altright before the ban but commented in other places that users in group (
commented. The model predicts that since the conductance between ( and (̄ has gone up, the two
groups should become closer in language after the ban than before the ban. This hypothesis is not
trivial, as you could also imagine that users from ( could simply go to another subreddit, perhaps
the Donald Trump subreddit, to continue their conversations. Specifically, the theory says that (a)
if some commenters have more influence in the new network, one should see this influence in the
new language, and (b) if the new network increases the conductance between these groups, then
the language of ( should reflect that.
To hone in on the effect of influence and to be as conservative as possible with respect to
substitution/displacement effects, I compare Alt-Right poster comments only in non-Alt-Right
subreddits. First, this ensures that our comparison in the two time periods is as close to apples-to-
apples as possible, since the Alt-Right subreddit does not exist in the post-ban period by definition.
Second, this makes our test conservative with respect to displacement effects of the ban. If all the
ban does is shift conversations that were taking place in the Alt-Right subreddit to other subreddits,
then one should see more Alt-Right jargon in formerly Alt-Right posters’ comments in other
subreddits after the ban. A displacement hypothesis predicts that Alt-Right users comments in
these other subreddits in the post-ban period should be less similar to the average comment from
these subreddits than before the ban. However, my model predicts that the shock should change
Alt-Right users’ language wherever they are posting, reducing the amount that Alt-Right users
import idiosyncratic jargon into other subreddits.
The data are comment text data and the associated social network from Reddit.com from the
r/Altright subreddit and a large subreddit with substantial overlap in members between r/Altright:
the_donald. The conductance results compare the social networks of interactions for the two weeks
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before and after the ban of the Alt-Right subreddit. The networks have approximately 35,000 nodes
and 250,000 edges in the pre-ban period, and 50,000 nodes and 400,000 edges in the post-ban
period.
To keep the language change tests as conservative as possible, I only include Alt-Right users
who have posted in r/the_donald both before and after the r/altright ban. This leaves us with a
sample of 198,698 comments in r/the_donald from 508 r/altright users in the four week period.
The unit of analysis for all tests presented below is the comment.
1.4 Results
There are two related sets of predictions that come out of the theoretical model. First, the ban
of the Alt-Right subreddit will induce a network shock that increases the conductance between
Alt-Right posters and others. Through this shock to insularity reflected in the conductance, those
Alt-Right posters will decrease their use of idiosyncratic Alt-Right language wherever they post,
including decreasing the amount that they import Alt-Right language into other subreddits.
The network shock should increase the conductance between Alt-Right commenters and others.
Indeed, the conductance between Alt-Right commenters and the remaining The_Donald commenters
went from 0.48 before the ban to 0.88 after the ban. The shift in conductance seems to have
affected this community fairly completely. Figure 1.5 shows a histogram of Alt-Right commenters’
contributions to the group conductance with with non-Alt-Right commenters. Before the ban,
the community appears to have been somewhat fragmented, with some users highly integrated
with other Alt-Right users, while others were highly integrated with the The_Donald community.
However, after the ban, this fragmentation coalesced into a much more well-knit whole.
The increased conductance informs our next hypothesis that the network shock will reduce the
amount of idiosyncratic Alt-Right language these users import into other communities. Each of
the following tests has the same general form, but varies the dependent variable: the method of
measuring idiosyncratic language. Specifically, I run the following set of regressions:
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Figure 1.5: Conductance Contribution Distribution. Empirical distribution of individual Alt-Right
users’ conductance contribution with the The_Donald subreddit users. The blue distribution is
the pre-ban distribution and the orange is the post ban distribution. Individuals are included in
the pool if they have ever commented in the Alt-Right subreddit and they have commented in the
The_Donald both before and after the Alt-Right ban (508 users). The dotted lines show the total
conductance for each period, which is 0.48 for the pre-ban period and 0.88 for the post-ban period.
H8 9 C = V0 + V1?>BC10=8 9 C + W 9 + Y8 9 C
where H8 9 C is the idiosyncratic language measure for comment 8 for individual 9 in time period
C. ?>BC10=8 9 C is an indicator that is 0 if the comment is made in the two weeks prior to the shock
and 1 if it is made in the two weeks after the shock. W 9 is a set of user fixed effects and Y8 9 C is an
idiosyncratic error term. Standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust and are clustered at the user
level. V1 identifies the effect of the network shock on idiosyncratic language use and is the main
coefficient of interest.
Idiosyncratic language is measured in a number of ways. I present these measures in an order
that forms a spectrum from highly intuitive/less robust to highly robust/less intuitive. The first of
these is a dictionary of Alt-Right jargon sourced from media accounts. Specific, documented Alt-
Right jargon gives us both some intuition for the later results, and gives us some confidence that
the later results are also capturing the most troubling language that one might target. I construct
a dictionary of Alt-Right jargon documented in media accounts and the Anti-Defamation League.
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The specific jargon and sources are in Table A.2 in the appendix.
Table 1.2 presents the results for both the inclusion and count of Alt-Right jargon in Alt-Right
users’ posts in r/the_donald. Both measures of specific jargon use fall after the network shock.
Alt-Right subreddit commenters decrease their use of this idiosyncratic language in the the_donald
subreddit approximately once per two-hundred comments in post-ban period as compared to the
pre-ban period. While this may appear to be a small decrease in absolute terms, this reflects a
decrease in usage of about 33% with respect to the pre-ban period. Given that the words in this
dictionary are so frequently hate speech, this is a meaningful drop.
Dependent variable:






User FE Yes Yes
Observations 198,698 198,698
R2 0.077 0.076
Adjusted R2 0.076 0.075
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Table 1.2: Change in language use in r/the_donald for Alt-Right users who have posted in
r/the_donald both before and after the r/altright ban. This reflects a sample of 198,698 comments
in r/the_donald from 508 r/altright users in the four week period. The unit of analysis is the
comment. All tests include user-level fixed effects. Standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust
and are clustered at the user level. The dependent variable in (1) is count of words from our Alt-
Right jargon dictionary created from media accounts and the ADL. The dependent variable in (2)
is a binary measure of whether the comment included any words from that same jargon dictionary.
Both tests show a small but significant decrease in the use of these specific jargons. This represents
a decrease of about 5 uses of these words per 1000 comments. Given the small size of the jargon
dictionary and that it is composed of blatant hate speech, this is a meaningful decrease.
Next, I measure idiosyncratic Alt-Right language through words frequently used in the Alt-
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Right subreddit. The dependent variable in each of these tests is based on the top # most frequently
used words from comments in the Alt-Right subreddit in the two weeks preceding the network
shock. I omit stop words, which are commonly used words that convey no or minimal meaning,
such as “the,” “a,” and“an.” Given this top # words dictionary, I (1) count the usage and (2)
inclusion of those frequent Alt-Right words in comments in the_donald subreddit.
Table 1.3 shows the results of these tests for various word rank cutoffs. All the tests show
that use of these words in r/the_donald by former alright posters drops after the network shock.
Alt-Right subreddit commenters decrease their use of frequently used language from the Alt-Right
subreddit in the the_donald subreddit approximately once per twenty comments in post-ban period
as compared to the pre-ban period.
Although the specific Alt-Right jargons in the original set of tests are unlikely to substantially
change over the time period of our analysis, there is no guarantee that the underlying distribution
of words that generated the frequency count measures ought to be stationary over this time period.
In order to account for spurious changes in these measures resulting from possible non-stationarity,
I construct a set of measures that corrects for the baseline drift in language over the time period. I
do so by first constructing analogous frequency measures for the_donald subreddit over the same
two week pre-shock period. The resulting corrected measure for each comment is (Count of Top
# from the Alt-Right subreddit) − (Count of Top # from the_donald subreddit). This measures
how much more the Alt-Right language changes compared to the_donald language from that same
time period.
Table 1.4 shows the results of these tests for various word rank cutoffs. All the tests show that
use of these words in r/the_donald by former alright posters drops after the network shock after
accounting for the baseline drift in language. Alt-Right subreddit commenters decrease their use of
frequently used language from the Alt-Right subreddit in the the_donald subreddit approximately
once per twenty-five comments in post-ban period as compared to the pre-ban period beyond the
amount that one would expect their language to change compared to their use of frequent words
from within the_donald subreddit.
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Dependent variable: Includes Alt-Right Words
Top 50 Top 100 Top 250 Top 1000
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Post-ban −0.036∗∗∗ −0.033∗∗∗ −0.033∗∗∗ −0.033∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)
Constant 0.154∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ 0.060∗∗∗ 0.047∗∗∗
(0.064) (0.035) (0.018) (0.007)
User FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 198,698 198,698 198,698 198,698
R2 0.112 0.095 0.086 0.089
Adjusted R2 0.110 0.093 0.084 0.087
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
(a) Dependent variables for each regression is a binary measure of whether the comment (in r/the_donald)
included a word from the top # most frequently used words in the Alt-Right subreddit.
Dependent variable: Count of Alt-Right Words
Top 50 Top 100 Top 250 Top 1000
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Post-ban −0.056∗∗∗ −0.053∗∗∗ −0.058∗∗∗ −0.068∗∗∗
(0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003)
Constant 0.189∗∗ 0.097∗∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗ 0.072∗∗∗
(0.073) (0.024) (0.003) (0.009)
User FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 198,698 198,698 198,698 198,698
R2 0.089 0.078 0.068 0.061
Adjusted R2 0.087 0.076 0.066 0.059
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
(b) Dependent variables for each regression is the count for each comment (in r/the_donald) of words from
the top # most frequently used words in the Alt-Right subreddit.
Table 1.3: Change in language use in r/the_donald for Alt-Right users who have posted in r/the_donald both before
and after the r/altright ban. This reflects a sample of 198,698 comments in r/the_donald from 508 r/altright users in
the four week period. The unit of analysis is the comment. All tests include user-level fixed effects. Standard errors
are heteroskedasticity-robust and are clustered at the user level. The dependent variables for each regression are (a)
a binary measure of whether the comment (in r/the_donald) included a word from the top # most frequently used
words in the Alt-Right subreddit, and (b) the count for each comment (in r/the_donald) of words from the top # most
frequently used words in the Alt-Right subreddit. All tests show a significant decrease in the inclusion of these words.
This represents a decrease of about (a) 3 comments including these words per 100 comments, and (b) 5 mentions of
these words per 100 comments.
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Dependent variable: Count of Alt-Right Words Over Baseline
Top 50 Top 100 Top 250 Top 1000
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Post-ban −0.039∗∗∗ −0.031∗∗∗ −0.041∗∗∗ −0.041∗∗∗
(0.003) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002)
Constant 0.139∗∗ 0.026∗∗∗ −0.387 0.019∗∗∗
(0.057) (0.003) (0.240) (0.001)
User FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 198,698 198,698 198,698 198,698
R2 0.051 0.052 0.033 0.038
Adjusted R2 0.049 0.050 0.031 0.036
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Table 1.4: Change in language use in r/the_donald for Alt-Right users who have posted in
r/the_donald both before and after the r/altright ban. This reflects a sample of 198,698 comments in
r/the_donald from 508 r/altright users in the four week period. The unit of analysis is the comment.
All tests include user-level fixed effects. Standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust and are
clustered at the user level. The dependent variables for each regression are the count for each
comment (in r/the_donald) of words from the top # most frequently used words in the Alt-Right
subreddit minus the count of words from the top # most frequently used words in r/the_donald.
All tests show a significant decrease in the count of these words over the relevant baseline. This
represents a decrease of about 5 mentions of these words per 100 comments. This is a sizable
decrease.
These results permit us speak to the idea that language use is not fully contextual. In the pre-
shock period, Alt-Right posters were frequently importing langauge from the Alt-Right subreddit
into the_donald, which is one avenue by which extreme language is ported gradually into less
extreme communities. By increasing the conductance between the Alt-Right commenters and non-
Alt-Right commenters, the network shock has decreased the volume of jargon imported. The count
variables are useful in part because they allow us to generalize this result beyond hate speech and
the specific Alt-Right setting, instead suggesting that the effect of the shock on language change is
a more general process.
While these tests give us some confidence in the result via the face validity of our idiosyncratic
language measures, they are nonetheless somewhat ad hoc. In the worst case, they could be
capturing spurious changes in vocabulary that are unbound from any shift in meaning. However,
I hypothesize not just that vocabulary will change, but that this change should come bundled with
changes in the meaning of what is being said. Specifically, I predict that the semantic meaning of
Alt-Right users’ comments should become more similar to the other r/the_donald users’ comments
after the network shock.
To improve the semantic robustness of our tests, I measure the semantic meaning of users’
comments via document embeddings, which are an unsupervised method for measuring semantic
meaning in bodies of texts (Le and Mikolov 2014). Document embeddings are an extension
of word embeddings (Mikolov et al. 2013) that have shown superior performance in generating
paragraph-level similarities. These techniques improve on bag-of-words based models by capturing
similarities in meanings based on context. The approach uses shallow neural networks to predict a
given word based on the surrounding words. Words are then mapped into a vector space such that
semantically similar words are close in this vector space.
The results presented in this paper are from a model trained with a vector size of 300, which
is recommended for word embeddings (Yin and Shen 2018), but I see similar results for vector
sizes of 200 and 400. For each comment, I measure the cosine distance in embedding space from
each other comment. Cosine distance is a measure of the distance between any two vectors of an
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inner product space via the cosine of the angle between the two vectors. This measure captures
the symmetric scalar distance between any two comments in embedding space and reflects the
semantic distance between any two comments. The outcome variable for each comment is the
mean distance from all other comments in r/the_donald, median distance from all other comments
in r/the_donald, and the mean distance from all other posts in r/the_donald from users who did not
post in r/Altright. Table 1.5 shows the results from these tests. They suggest that Alt-Right users’
comments get closer in meaning to the rest of r/the_donald following the network shock.
Dependent variable:
Mean Distance Median Distance Mean Distance (TD)
(1) (2) (3)
Post-ban −0.009∗∗∗ −0.007∗∗∗ −0.009∗∗∗
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Constant 0.891∗∗∗ 0.893∗∗∗ 0.892∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
User FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 198,698 198,698 198,698
R2 0.068 0.060 0.068
Adjusted R2 0.066 0.057 0.066
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Table 1.5: Change in language use in r/the_donald for Alt-Right users who have posted in
r/the_donald both before and after the r/altright ban. This reflects a sample of 198,698 comments
in r/the_donald from 508 r/altright users in the four week period. The unit of analysis is the
comment. All tests include user-level fixed effects. Standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust
and are clustered at the user level. I train a document embedding model on our corpus of comments,
which maps each comment into an embedding space such that semantically similar comments
are close together in that space. For a given comment, I calculate the cosine distance between
that comment and every other comment in embedding space. The dependent variables for each
comment in regression (1) is the mean distance from all other comments in r/the_donald, (2) is
the median distance from all other comments in r/the_donald, and (3) is the mean distance from
all other all other posts in r/the_donald from users who did not post in r/altright. Each regression
shows a significant decrease in the semantic distance between Alt-Right users’ comments and the
comments of others in the post-ban period.
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Taken together, these tests consistently show that the network shock induced by the ban decreases
the amount of idiosyncratic Alt-Right language that Alt-Right users import into the_donald, a large
and topically-related community. The result is robust to a wide range of idiosyncratic language
measures and adjustments for overall changes in language over the time period. This suggests that
“rewiring” the network to increase the conductance between groups can be an effective tool to
change users’ language without requiring the removal of users.
1.5 Discussion
Theoretically, I show that one can generalize this idea of the importance of local neighborhoods
on group-level language dynamics by focusing on the conductance between those using idiosyncratic
vocabulary and others. Because conductance is a group-oriented measure, it captures the relationship
of one group to another group that would be difficult to encapsulate through egocentric measures
alone. Ultimately, the phenomena of culture and echo chambers are theoretically oriented around
group influence and relative insularity: to what extent does some group reflect its language back
on itself.
The conductance is a spectral property of a network. Spectral measures are among the richest
and most informative properties of a network with respect to the dynamics of information flows.
This is because spectral measures capture rich global structural properties of networks in addition
to local structural properties.
While this structural richness is not inherently valuable in understanding every phenomena,
it is valuable in understanding the dynamics of echo chambers. Across fields, the literature on
spectral graph measures have been most influential with respect to communication and insularity
(DeMarzo et al. 2003; Golub and Jackson 2010a; Becker et al. 2017). However, my theoretical
findings suggest that these measures are insufficient on their own in helping us understand the
diffusion of language as they omit an important level of aggregation: individuals in our model
must communicate through language rather than directly transmitting their beliefs.
The problem of aggregation of human behavior from the micro scale to the macro scale remains
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one of the central motivating challenges in the social sciences. The extent to which one can abstract
away from the medium of communication depends in part on the extent to which the medium
of communication affects the social aggregation process. I show that it does indeed affect the
aggregation process. Consequently, omitting the medium of communication omits a key step in
the process of social diffusion. This means that one cannot directly generalize results around the
diffusion of continuous phenomena to non-continuous phenomena like language without carefully
thinking through the dynamics of the aggregation process.
While the phenomenon of idiosyncratic language in organizations most obviously applies
to echo chambers in online communities, there is a clear link to how these processes relate to
the problems faced by managers in other organizations, including firms. The ability to change
language via a network rewiring intervention can be a valuable strategic lever for an organization.
Language allows one to communicate on two levels. It is the medium that one must use to
communicate, so it facilitates the transfer of semantic content. Additionally, it encodes information
about the speaker’s priorities. Precise words convey that their underlying concepts are more
important than some concept in an imprecise word.
Thus, reducing the precision of an idiosyncratic word degrades a speaker’s ability to communicate
some idiosyncratic concept on both of these levels. Embedding a concept in a less precise word
increases the likelihood that the intended semantic content of the speaker’s message will be misconstrued,
so that the listener understands some other underlying concept from the now more vague word.
Conversely, by decreasing the frequency of the word that embeds that idiosyncratic concept (a
consequence of reducing its precision), one decreases the likelihood that some other intended
meaning will be misinterpreted by the listener as that idiosyncratic concept.
If one believes that accurately and precisely communicating this idiosyncratic concept is undesirable
for the organization, for example in the case of hate speech, then decreasing the frequency and
precision of that communication is a highly desirable property. Even if the communication is
simply unimportant, as is more likely the case in the context of idiosyncratic speech in a firm, then
one must recognize that the precision of this unimportant speech comes at the expense of some
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actually important concept made more ambiguous. By reducing the precision of the idiosyncratic
word, one makes space in the language for the more important or relevant concept to take the
forefront. Having the organizational language and culture better match the organization’s actual
problems and circumstances is valuable in enabling them to be accurately communicated. This
improves organizational performance and may be a source of competitive advantage.
Some questions may remain about the causal relationships between the social network and the
language. First, while the ban of the subreddit does indeed shock the social network of users, it
may have other effects. Two effects in particular may affect the causal relationship between the
network shock and the language change: self-censorship, and displacement.
The extent of self-censorship hinges on users beliefs about whether the ban is related to the
content of their language. We focus on this ban because the subreddit is banned not because
their conversation or content was against Reddit’s rules, but by breaking a rule around revealing
personally identifiable information online. This sets the community ban apart from many others
online which explicitly claim content as the reason for the ban. This is important because content-
related bans may be more likely to bias our results through self-censorship effects, while other
rule bans should have minimal effect on self-censorship. Nonetheless, I cannot fully rule out this
alternative hypothesis, and it may have a moderating effect on language change.
In order to address displacement effects, I look at this group’s language use in another subreddit
with substantial (but not complete) overlap in membership and compare it before and after the ban.
I find that their language post-ban shifts to reflect that this other community constitutes a larger
proportion of what they see when they browse Reddit. This result is in contrast to the prevailing
wisdom that such a ban would instead simply displace these users to this other community to
continue their conversations. Instead, what I find is the complete opposite. These users are less
likely to import Alt-Right language into places outside the Alt-Right subreddit after the ban as
compared to before.
There is a question of the ultimate equilibrium of such a process that is beyond the scope of
this paper. That is, can the new network structure be sustained in the very long run (and how long
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should one think of that being in the fast moving digital world). This is a key scope condition of this
paper. In other words, I only claim that language and culture are partially structurally dependent
over the medium term.
However, the sustainability of the equilibrium is significantly influenced by the freedom individuals
have in network formation. Thus, organizations with more formal structure, such as firms, may
have more success in long-run sustainability through their fiat power over organizational structure.
The upside is that the framework has implications beyond online communities to organizations
of many forms. Additionally, this may be one of the first times one can measure and test such
a model, since online communities allow us to observe both language use and social network
structure. Thus, digitization here provides us not only an opportunity to address and possibly to fix
the problems it has created, but also an opportunity to better understand our analog world.
These results permit a strong test of the view that individuals are highly social creatures whose
beliefs and priorities evolve in the context of communities, including organizations. Moreover,
I suggest that language is a tool for transmitting tacit knowledge about users’ priorities. The
knowledge theory of the firm suggests that the ability to efficiently transmit tacit knowledge is
an important source of competitive advantage (Kogut and Zander 1992). Thus, I suggest that the
suitability of an organization’s language to its context may be one such mechanism by which some
firms outperform others.
Knowledge development, and especially knowledge transfer, has a central linguistic basis. Both
of language’s dual communication channels of content and encoded cultural priorities are valuable
to a firm. Language makes possibly tacit knowledge that is relevant to the firm easier and faster to
refer to (Weber and Camerer 2003a), and it encodes organizational priorities as it is used. In other
words, language is not only communicating on two levels, but is communicating different types of
tacit knowledge on each of those levels. Thus, a suitable language can be a source of significant
competitive advantage for firms, especially those for whom tacit or difficult-to-encode knowledge
is key to their business efforts.
Emphasizing the dynamic process of language evolution implies that organizations ought to be
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able to influence the language, and make strategic choices about their languages and cultures. I
propose that organizations can leverage the endogeneity of language to organizational structure by
making strategic changes to organizational design. If language is what flows through the pipes of
a social network, and language is strategically valuable, changing the size and placement of those
pipes is a strategic decision.
1.6 Conclusion
The proliferation of online communities over the past several decades has created a novel set of
both concerns and opportunities. Digitization has permanently shifted the landscape of information
aggregation. In particular, many are concerned about the emergence of echo chambers. At best,
echo chambers make information and news aggregation difficult for even concientious consumers,
and at worst they lead to the radicalization of the members of these online communities.
On the other hand, the proliferation of online digital communities and communications also
presents us with an opportunity to better understand the mechanisms and processes underlying
this shift in information aggregation. At their core, echo chambers are a phenomonon at the
intersection of organizational structure and language. Therefore, any attempt to evaluate solutions
to the problem of echo chambers must take both langauge and social structure into account. I
present a model that unites these perspectives and demonstrates how language can be endogenous
to network structure.
By taking advantage of a natural experiment on one of the largest online communities and
contemporary advances in natural language processing techniques, I am able to evaluate one
solution to the problem of echo chambers via the partial endogeneity of language to network
structure. The natural experiment shocks the network adjacency weights of the members of an
Alt-Right community by shutting down the community, but not banning any of the members.
I demonstrate the shift in language use in several ways, first via Alt-Right jargon identified in
the news media which helps to grant some face validity to our approach. Second, I demonstrate
a reduction in the most frequently used terms from the Alt-Right subreddit. Finally, and most
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informatively, I show a decrease in semantic difference captured via word embeddings. This
approach is the most robust because (a) it is the most wholistic, and (b) it will capture shifting dog-
whistles which have the same underlying meaning. This type of robustness is especially important
in our empirical setting. That the tests are unambiguous in this case is strong support for our
hypothesis that these users have changed the semantic content of their comments.
This result suggests that intervention in online radicalized communities can prevent individuals
in those communities from becoming further radicalized, and indeed can soften their radicalization.
Instead, this suggests that they are at least partially a product of their community, and that changing
their community encourages them to change their priorities as expressed in their language. This
may be valuable in changing their minds, but perhaps even more valuable in affecting those who
are newcomers to the community who now end up seeing fewer uses of extreme language. This
is consistent with our modeling predictions that relatively small changes to the network’s structure
can have large effects on aggregate language use.
Unlike many models in the network diffusion literature, I incorporate the medium through
which individuals communicate. This is valuable not only for versimilitude, but also because it
allows us to directly hypothesize on that same observable medium of language. This allows us
to test on observable language use directly, instead of having to make appeals to either political
opinions as a yardstick for beliefs or by having to use stylized parameter estimation tasks instead
of natural language use.
Language is a central aspect of culture in every organization, but especially online. In an online
setting, language is the culture. In other types of organizations where culture may be broader than
language, culture is nonetheless accessible in language. It is invaluable to show how culture evolves
in an organization, and how it can be influenced by the structure of the organization. Advances in
natural language processing—like those used in this paper—make culture measureable and enable
the analysis of these processes.
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Chapter 2: (Partial) Exit and Voice in the Labor Market: Evidence from the
Digital Water Cooler
2.1 Introduction
The question of how workers express their dissatisfaction with organizations – whether due to
organizational decline, scandals or perceived exploitation – is an important one. In Hirschman’s
(1970) landmark theory, exit and voice are positioned as alternative responses to discontent. This
original framework implies that exit and voice are substitutes – that is, when exit options become
more feasible, voice (i.e., actively expressing discontent) decreases. Indeed, a number of papers
illustrate the substituting effect of exit and voice in both employees and consumers (e.g., see
Gans et al. 2017; Adhvaryu et al. 2019). In this paper, we revisit this framework and provide
empirical evidence on voice in organizations in the presence of alternative options. We argue –
in line with later writing by Hirschman – that under some circumstances, exit and voice might
be complements instead of substitutes. In particular, we contend that when the possibility for
organizational retribution is high, exit and voice are both likely to increase in response to alternative
options.
We empirically examine this question in the setting of the gig economy. In this context, we
introduce the concept of partial exit: the idea that workers need not leave a platform entirely
when they are dissatisfied, but rather partially shift their labor allocation to alternative platforms.
We formulate two key predictions for the emergence of an alternative platform will affect worker
behavior. First and most obviously, the gains to the alternative platform lead more workers to
practice partial exit, by signing up for the newly attractive alternative and/or shifting some of their
labor there. Second, the emergence of the alternative platform reduces the threat of impactful
retribution, increasing workers’ likelihood of exercising voice.
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In testing these predictions, we look to the ride-sharing market, analyzing over 600,000 posts
from more than 15,000 drivers on uberpeople.net, the largest online forum for ride-sharing drivers.
This highly active forum functions like a digital version of the proverbial water cooler, acting
both as a space for socialization and knowledge-sharing. Studying posts on worker forums allows
us to not only measure the extent of voice in a novel way, but to classify the content of the
“conversations”. Exploiting the uneven gains in market share made by Lyft – at the expense
of the dominant platform, Uber – across 59 cities in the U.S. from 2014 to 2018, we examine
how an increased Lyft presence in a given city affects the online behavior of the drivers based
there. We show that drivers utilize the forum more as Lyft gains prominence in their city: a 10
percent increase in Lyft market share is associated with 3.6 more posts per driver in the subsequent
month, an increase of more than 25 percent over the mean. We then show that the two specific
areas that see greater activity as a result of Lyft market share gains are the subforums dedicated
to discussing Lyft and Advocacy. Using topic modeling, we provide descriptive evidence of
the semantic subjects within subforums that see increased discussion as a result of higher Lyft
share. We show that within the Lyft forum, drivers increase their discussion of signing up for
the platform, and their hours spent driving for the platform, following Lyft market share gains –
evidence that drivers are responding to the emergence of the alternative platform by exercising
partial exit. We also demonstrate that within the Advocacy forum, drivers increase their discussion
of organizing, strikes, and employee status following Lyft market share gains – evidence that
opportunity for partial exit is also associated with greater voice. We then provide evidence for our
proposed mechanism of the reduced threat of organizational retribution, showing that discussion
of unceremonious firing (or “deactivation”) falls as Lyft market share rises.
This paper makes contributions to several different literatures. First, it contributes to the
literature on how workers express their dissatisfaction with organizations, particularly the exit-
voice theory and its extensions. Our contribution suggests a theoretical framework for understanding
when exit and voice will function as complements, rather than substitutes, in the presence of
alternative options. This allows to us explain some of the mixed results regarding the effect
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of exit on voice. Second, we contribute to the burgeoning body of work on the gig economy.
This context is growing in relevance – it is estimated that about a third of U.S. workers have an
alternative work arrangement as their primary job (Gallup 2018; Bracha and Burke 2018). While
research on itinerant or contract work has a long history (e.g., Kunda et al. 2002; Barley and
Kunda 2006), the emergence of digital platforms has enabled alternative forms of work on a new
scale, and research interest in the setting is growing in tandem. However, as noted by Capelli
and Keller (2013), most management and organization theories are still based on the presumption
of full-time traditional employment. In response to that call, we revisit a classic theory of the
organization in light of features of the new economy. Last but not least, we study the content
of workers’ expression of voice. Most previous empirical literature on the effect of voice in
organizations investigates the effect of having the option of voice (either through labor unions or
formal mechanisms in organizations) on exit or other individual- or organization-level outcomes
(for a review, see Bashshur and Oc 2015). Analyzing online communities allows researchers to
gain a glimpse into workers’ conversations, and allows us, in particular, to document the precursors
to collective action. With the help of text analysis tools, we are able to understand better how
workers communicate with one another. Our results show that the “digital water cooler” can serve
as a venue not only for knowledge sharing and socialization (Hwang et al. 2015; Faraj et al. 2011),
but for labor organization and advocacy as well. Additionally, our analysis shows that the content
of the conversation between workers dynamically changes with the condition of the labor market.
The paper will proceed as follows: in the subsequent section, we will review the literature
on exit and voice, introducing in particular the idea of partial exit. We then further develop our
theoretical framework and our hypotheses for how gains from the alternative platform will affect
worker behavior. The “Data and Methods” section will describe the online forum we use to test
our predictions and the construction of our measures. The “Results” section will summarize our
findings in detail, and the “Discussion and Conclusion” section will examine the implications of
our results and potential future research directions.
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2.2 Background and Theory
In this section, we will outline our theoretical framework on how alternative options can
influence the likelihood of exit and voice. We then discuss some particularities of the gig economy
context, and introduce the idea of partial exit. We develop two primary hypotheses to test in the
setting of the digital water cooler.
2.2.1 The Exit-Voice Framework
In Hirschman’s (1970) classic framework, exit and voice are positioned as alternative responses
to organizational decline, with loyalty being a third factor that influences the choice between these
levers. This framework has been applied in a number of organizational settings, with implications
for consumers as well as employees. Later adaptations of the framework extended the theory to
other contexts – such as romantic relationships – and added a fourth response, neglect (Rusbult
et al. 1982). Subsequent work examined how various contextual factors moderate the relationship
between exit and voice. For example, Davis-Blake et al. (2003) showed how the use of nonstandard
employees by organizations may reduce standard employees’ loyalty and raise the likelihood of
both exit and voice. McClean et al. (2013) demonstrated how weaker managerial responsiveness
increases the likelihood that voice will be followed by exit.
As shown through this work, the relationship between exit and voice is not perfectly straightforward,
and they clearly do not always function as perfect substitutes. Indeed, Hirschman himself stressed
in later work that exit and voice are not always alternatives in the manner of a classic seesaw
relationship, but under certain circumstances might work in tandem. In discussing a political
setting – the German Democratic Republic – he suggested that one of these circumstances might
be the sudden availability of a new exit option:
What happens here is that the newly won right to exit actually changes the human
agents involved...Once men and women have won the right to move about as they
please, they may well start behaving as adult and hence as vocal members of their
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community. (Hirschman 1993)
What Hirschman seems to be suggesting here is that the presence of new alternative options
increase the likelihood of voice as well as exit, making them complements. This contradicts the
classical implication of the framework, which suggests that the presence of alternative options will
increase the likelihood of exit and decrease the likelihood of voice. Evidence of this more standard
seesaw pattern can be found, for example, in the paper by Gans et al. (2017), in which airlines
with lesser market dominance were less likely to receive angry tweets when performance declined
– presumably because consumers were electing to exit instead of complain.
The evidence on how the existence of alternative options changes the relationship between exit
and voice is mixed, however. Rusbult et al. (1988), for example, found results suggesting that
high quality alternatives increase the likelihood of both exit and voice, while Withey and Cooper
(1989) found a positive relationship between alternatives and exit, but no relationship between
alternatives and voice. We suggest that these seemingly contradictory patterns can be resolved
when we consider the possibility of organizational retribution.
2.2.2 Retribution, Exit and Voice
If we interpret the exit-voice framework through the lens of power, we can resolve the direction
of the relationship between number of alternative options, exit, and voice. In particular, if we
focus on the aspect of power that is potential for impactful retribution, then the predictions for
voice in our two examples are clear. In the case of the GDR (Hirschman 1993) where the potential
for impactful retribution is close to its maximum (rights, freedom, and even life at stake), using
voice is a risky option to exercise when there are no alternatives. Even if voice is the only option
available, citizens may choose not to do so due to the costly risk involved. Then, when the number
of alternatives increases – increasing the possibility for exit – the risk associated with retribution
decreases, both because exit can be used to escape retribution, and because the organization (or the
state, in this case) are less likely to exercise retribution for fear of mass exit. This shift empowers
the possibility of voice, making exit and voice complementary. On the other hand, in many cases
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– for example, the case of airline consumers in Gans et al. (2017) – the potential for impactful
retribution is close to its minimum. Using voice is a perfectly safe option even when the number of
alternatives is low, so individuals are more likely to speak out when few alternatives are available.
When the number of alternatives increases, individuals can choose between both exit and voice. In
this case, as long as some prefer exit to voice when the choice is available, exit and voice will be
substitutes.
For workers in organizations, retribution for speaking up can be quite high (e.g., Burris 2012).
Notably, the threat of retribution is reduced substantially when the possibility of anonymous voice
is enabled; recent field experimental evidence has shown that the substitutable nature of exit and
voice is upheld in an organizational context when workers are given the chance to express voice by
completing an anonymous survey (Adhvaryu et al. 2019). Within the context of the ride-sharing
market, however, there is not a clear opportunity for anonymous voice, and organizations have the
ability to terminate drivers’ platform usage at will and without explanation (Said 2018). A driver’s
sudden “deactivation” means loss of livelihood, and the next best alternative to employ their vehicle
asset is likely to be substantially worse. There is also evidence that some drivers believe Uber has
retaliated by terminating drivers for speaking out, for example on Twitter or Reddit (Huet 2014),
contributing to the widespread belief that voice is risky. After Lyft gains market share, the potential
retribution of Uber termination changes in value. This makes voice a more appealing alternative
after Lyft entry. We therefore hypothesize that in our setting, as the opportunity for exit to Lyft
increases, voice should increase in tandem.
2.2.3 Specificities of the Gig Economy Context: Partial Exit
We next consider which features of the gig economy context, if any, affect the implications of
this theoretical framework. One of the distinguishing factors in the platform gig economy context
is not only that alternative options exist, but that the concept of exit itself takes on a new meaning.
Rather than being a onetime decision to leave an employment relationship – one that involves some
frictions – partial exit is a continuous process: once workers are registered with multiple platforms,
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they can continually adjust their allocation of work between them. In the ride-sharing context in
particular, most prior work has considered the monopsonistic setting of Uber as sole platform in
the ecosystem (e.g., Allon et al. 2018; Cachon et al. 2017; Kabra et al. 2017; Benjaafar et al. 2018).
Under this setting, workers may substitute some portion of their hours driving for Uber for other
part-time or contract work, or leisure. As another platform – Lyft – gains passengers, however,
it becomes a clear high-quality alternative. Workers may seamlessly transition their labor to the
alternative platform, repurposing their vehicle, smartphone, and driving skills with little loss in
value.
The nature of partial exit has one additional implication for its relationship to voice. In
the classic exit-voice framework, once an individual has chosen to exit an organization, their
motivation for exercising voice (within the context of that organization) falls dramatically: having
departed, they naturally hold much lower stakes in the practices of the organization. At an individual
level, this simple relationship is responsible for much of the intuition behind the classic seesaw
pattern of exit and voice. With the possibility for partial exit, however, the relationship naturally
weakens. If a driver shifts half her labor hours from Uber to Lyft, for example, her incentive to
exercise voice with Uber might fall, but not disappear completely. Crucially, if Uber changes its
policies and becomes comparatively more attractive to drivers, she can then shift her labor back
from Lyft to Uber with little difficulty, meaning that raising voice with Uber might still be a useful
exercise. This aspect of partial exit suggests that the departure of some drivers’ labor hours to Lyft
should not have the same downward pressure on voice (with respect to Uber) as classic exit, adding
strength to the prediction that the two responses may be complementary.
Under the framework of technological affordances, which are defined as the action possibilities
in the context of some technology [cite], partial exit is a novel affordance enabled by the constellation
of technologies at play. Specifically, the combination of the competing platforms and the ease of
switching between them, and the online community which makes it easy to find out about news,
pricing, and promotions enables this new affordance of partial exit. Moreover, we believe that this
affordance is novel even in the context of contingent employment, as drivers can and do switch
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employers at a within-hour time-scale. Importantly, because of the fast and cheap transfer of
information and ease of switching platforms enabled by these technologies, partial exit is not only
enabled but encouraged [cites]. This distinguishes our setting from some other types of contingent
employment where reputation and personal networks may be important avenues for sourcing work
and which may discourage such rapid switching [cites].
2.2.4 Hypotheses
Our theoretical framework has two primary implications: first, that exit and voice are complementary
when the threat of impactful retribution is initially high; second, that the partial nature of exit
present in the gig economy enhances this relationship by reducing the downward pressure of exit
on voice. Taken together, these implications suggest that both (partial) exit and voice should rise
as the alternative option becomes more attractive – that is, as Lyft gains market share.
These predictions operate on the assumption that gains in market share in the ride-sharing
market are driven primarily by rider, rather than driver demand – an assumption supported by
statements from the companies themselves (Bosa 2018). However, as it is a two-sided market, we
are vulnerable to the possibility that driver choices are affecting the Lyft market share as well as
their behavior. We will therefore look for evidence that drivers do indeed respond to the market
share gains by choosing to partially exit – in particular discussion of newly signing up to drive for
Lyft – to clarify the causal direction of the results. We hypothesize:
Hypothesis 1. Drivers will be more likely to exercise (partial) exit after Lyft market share increases.
Hypothesis 1a. Drivers will increase discussion of Lyft, in particular discussion about
signing up for the platform, after Lyft market share increases.
The second prediction implied by our theoretical framework is that voice should increase
along with (partial) exit as alternative options become more attractive. Our discussion thus far
has conceptualized voice as an action aimed at pressuring management to enact change within
an organization. In operationalizing voice, therefore, we focus on forum conversation that is
clearly aimed at the organizational management in the hopes of compelling change: namely, labor
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organizing. While forum discussion of a strike, protest or lawsuit is clearly not equivalent to
actually enacting one of these actions, it is a natural precursor to doing so, particularly because the
internet is one of the only places drivers can gather to coordinate action. We therefore hypothesize:
Hypothesis 2. Drivers will increase voice on the forum after Lyft market share increases.
Hypothesis 2a. Drivers will increase discussion of advocacy, protests, and formal organizing
after Lyft market share increases.
In the following section, we will describe in more detail the specific data and methods we will
use to test our predictions.
2.3 Data and Methods
2.3.1 Setting: Online Communities
Our primary research setting is a large online community specifically designed for ride-sharing
drivers1. Online communities typically have an umbrella structure, in which there are subforums
centered around specific subjects, and users can start new conversations (“threads”), or respond to
existing ones. We describe the forum studied in this paper, uberpeople.net, as a type of “digital
water cooler.” The proverbial water coolers of the physical world are places where coworkers
can gather for socialization and the dissemination of information. Platform gig workers, however,
typically work independently and don’t have the opportunity to interact with others who are performing
similar job functions. Gig work may be isolating and is associated with increased occupational
health issues (Lane 2017; Tran and Sokas 2017). Platform workers may also suffer anxiety around
lack of purpose or identity (Petriglieri et al. 2018). Kunda et al. (2002) find that in their context of
high-skill, technical contingent employment, workers are able to mitigate some of these downsides
of contingent work arrangements via occupational communities and networks oriented around
their professional orientation. Because drivers in our context do not have access to technical
professional communities, the digital watercooler of the online community may perform a crucial
1While the community is named uberpeople.net, it has developed into a broad forum for drivers from all ride-
sharing companies, not just Uber.
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social function for isolated workers, as well as providing a platform to share knowledge relevant
to work activities.
Online communities like uberpeople.net, therefore, become some of the few places where gig
workers can congregate and share information at any scale. This makes it a natural setting to study
predictions about the impact of multiple platform use on worker behavior. The forum is highly
active, with new comments appearing every several minutes. Our data comprise of all the posts
made between January 2014 and January 2018 made by users identified as based in the 59 metro
areas for which we have market share data: a total of 681,669 posts by 15,489 users. The posts are
organized in conversation threads, each of which exists within subforums pertaining to particular
topics. The largest subforums are Advice, a general forum for sharing tips and asking questions (24
percent of all posts); Complaints, a space dedicated to airing gripes about driver life (21 percent of
all posts); and Stories, dedicated to recounting amusing or strange driving experiences (16 percent
of all posts). More specific subforums exist that are geared towards narrower topics, such as Pay,
Insurance, Technology, and Ratings. There are also a number of forums specific to particular
geographies, in which drivers based in those areas can post about local issues.
Figure 1 displays the overall volume of posts over the time period studied in this paper, as well
as the relative share of the twelve largest subforums over the same time. The overall number of
posts varies between 10 and 20 thousand per month over the time period. We can observe what
seems to be a spike in posts each January; this may be due to incentives and price cuts that are often
introduced with the new year. The distribution of posts amongst the subforums remains relatively
consistent over time, though we do observe that the proportion of posts in the Stories forum seems
to increase over the time period, and the proportion of posts devoted to Pay and People appears to
shrink. The small surge of posts in the Advocacy forum in late 2015 is due to a flurry of activity
following a San Francisco judge’s decision to grant Uber drivers class action status (Levine 2015).
To assist in describing the nature of communication on the forum, we estimated a Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model (Blei et al. 2003) on the collection of posts. The LDA
model is an unsupervised method of modeling the semantic subjects within a body of texts. In
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Figure 2.1: Subforum Post Composition Over Time
Notes: Top panel displays the overall number of monthly posts from January 2014 to January 2018, by drivers in the 59 cities studied in this
analysis. Bottom panel displays the relative proportions of the 12 major subforums.
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training this model, we treated each separate post as its own individual document. The final model
has 175 topics 2, each of which is a probability distribution over the vocabulary of terms. The most
probable words within topics provide an intuitive sense of the meaning of each topic, and viewing
the body of topics is a useful way of understanding the content of the forum.
Figure 2 displays the top five topics that are most uniquely associated with each of the main
subforums. These were calculated by regressing an indicator for the subforum name on the
proportions of all 175 topics. The five coefficients that were largest in magnitude are displayed in
each panel, and each topic is represented by its top five most likely words. These topics provide us
with a sense of what uniquely characterizes each subforum in particular. We can see, for example,
that the topic most disproportionately associated with the News subforum is journalism-related
(Topic 155: “story”, “news”, “read”, “article”, “stories”), and that the topic most associated with
the Complaints subforum is a collection of curse words (which we will not repeat in the text of
our article). The topic most uniquely associated with Advocacy has to do with strikes (Topic
175: “drivers”, “uber”, “strike”, “union”, “together”), while the Stories subforum seems most
associated with topics about passengers (Topic 110: “women”, “woman”, “man”, “female”, “girl”;
and Topic 93: “guy”, “gave”, “nice”, “picked”, “asked”). We can also observe some of the distinct
vocabulary particular to the forum; the first word in Topic 53, “pax”, is the widely used slang term
for passengers employed throughout.
2.3.2 Independent Variables
Our primary independent variable is the lagged Lyft Market Share within each city-month pair.
These data come from Second Measure3, an analytics platform that tracks payment transactions
for roughly four million U.S. consumers. The Second Measure data comprises the monthly ratio
of raw sales in 59 U.S. metro areas belonging to Uber and Lyft. The Lyft market share ranges
between zero and 56 percent, and is lagged by one month in all analyses. We then identified forum
2In selecting the number of topics, we employed the ldatuning package, which visually compares several different
fit metrics across different numbers of topics.
3https://secondmeasure.com/
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Figure 2.2: Topics Most Uniquely Associated with Various Subforums
Notes: Plots coefficients from OLS regressions of each subforum indicator on proportions of the 175 LDA topics. The top five topics most predictive
of each subforum are displayed.
users based in these cities through one of two ways: 1) via text matching with the user-reported
location on their profile, or 2) if they were active on the geographic subforum for that city. Any
user who reported their location as “New York City”, “NYC”, or “Manhattan”, for example, or
who posted in the New York City geographic forum, would be identified as New York-based. If
these data conflicted, the signature-reported location was given priority.
2.3.3 Dependent Variables
We compute one outcome at the level of month-city pairs (N=2,315), measuring the total
number of Active Users based in each city who post to the forum in a given month. The remaining
dependent variables are all computed at the user-month analysis level (N=48,730). We calculate
the total Number of Posts per user in each month, as well as the number of posts made by the
users in each subforum per month (Advice, Complaints, Stories, and so forth). We also analyze the
proportions of the topics from the LDA model within each subforum at the user-month level.
2.3.4 Additional Measures and Controls
To account for any overarching movements over time, we include a monthly Time Trend
variable that ranges from one to 48. We also include both month and city fixed effects in all
models to aid in isolating the impact of changing Lyft share from general time- and location-based
trends (the omitted month is the final one, January 2018). In the user-month analyses, we control
for each user’s Months Active on Forum – that is, the number of months since the user’s first post on
the forum. Finally, in the models where the outcome is the number of user posts within subforums
or the proportion of topics within a subforum, we control for the overall Total Number of Posts per
user in that month. In each of the user-month level analyses, we cluster the standard errors by city,
as the effective “treatment” (Lyft market share) occurs at the city level (Abadie et al. 2017).
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2.4 Results
We present the results in several steps: first, as a descriptive measure, we will study the
relationship between Lyft market share in a given city and the number of active users participating
on the forum. This will help us to understand our results in light of whether increased Lyft market
share is associated with either new drivers joining the ride-sharing market, or more active users
participating on the forum. At the same time, we will examine whether individual users post more
or less often following an increase in Lyft market share. Second, we will examine how the posting
volume within the Lyft and Advocacy subforums changes with Lyft market share, allowing us to
test Hypotheses 1 and 2. Finally, we will examine the changing composition of LDA topics within
subforums, providing a clearer picture of how drivers’ behavior changes as Lyft becomes a more
attractive option in their city.
We first examine the relationship between Lyft market share in a given city and the number of
active users participating on the forum. Estimated at the city-month level (8C), we test this with an
OLS regression with the specification:
2C8E4*B4AB8C = V0 + V1!H 5 C(ℎ0A48(C−1) + V2)8<4)A4=3C + U8 + XC + n8C (2.1)
in which the primary coefficient of interest, V1, represents the effect of the one-month-lagged
Lyft market share. We also include a Time Trend measure and city and month fixed effects,
represented by U8 and XC , respectively. The estimation of this model can be viewed in Column
1 of Table 1. We observe a positive relationship – a 10 percent increase in Lyft market share is
associated with approximately 4.5 more active users (? < 0.001).
We next examine whether drivers increase their overall level of posting on the forum as Lyft
market share increased. To test this, the outcome of interest is the total Number of Posts made by
each user, estimated at the level of user-month pairs (8 9 C). We estimate this with the specification:
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#D<14A> 5 %>BCB8 9 C = V0 + V1!H 5 C(ℎ0A48(C−1) + V2)8<4)A4=3C
+ V3">=CℎB2C8E48 9 C + U8 + XC + n8C (2.2)
which follows the specification above, but includes an additional control for each user’s Months
Active on Forum, in case newer users tend to post more or less in general. We also cluster the
standard errors at the city level. This estimation can be viewed in Column 2 of Table 1. We can
see that a ten percent increase in Lyft market share is associated with approximately 3.6 additional
posts per user in the subsequent month (? = 0.009), irrespective of how long they had been active
on the forum – an increase of more than 25 percent over the mean.
Table 2.1: Lyft Market Share Effects on Forum Activity
Dependent variable:
Active Users Posts per User
(1) (2)
Lyft Market Share (t-1) 45.62∗∗∗ 36.00∗∗∗
(7.79) (13.71)
Time Trend 1.04∗∗ −0.44∗∗∗
(0.41) (0.10)




City FE Yes Yes
Month FE Yes Yes
Analysis Level City-Month User-Month
Observations 2,315 48,730
R2 0.86 0.09
Note: OLS regressions with SEs in parentheses (heteroskedasticity-robust in Column 1 and clustered by city in Column 2). ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05;
∗∗∗p<0.01
These results suggest that gains in Lyft’s market share are associated with both more users
actively posting on the forum, and more active posting within individual users. To test our hypotheses,
however, we must examine in which parts of the forum this increased activity was concentrated.
Hypotheses 1 and 2 suggested that Lyft market share would be followed by increased discussion
of use of the Lyft platform, and labor organizing, respectively. We would therefore expect posting
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activity to rise in both the Lyft subforum and the Advocacy subforum. Table 2 displays regressions
estimating the number of posts per user-month within each of these two subforums. The dependent
variables are standardized for comparability. Using the Advocacy forum as an example, each model
follows the specification:
3E>202H8 9 C = V0 + V1!H 5 C(ℎ0A48(C−1) + V2)8<4)A4=3C
+ V3#D<14A> 5 %>BCB8 9 C + V4">=CℎB2C8E48 9 C + U8 + XC + n8C (2.3)
These models are identical to specification (2), but also include a control for the overall number
of user posts made in a given month. As in all user-month level analyses, standard errors are
clustered at the city level.




Lyft Market Share (t-1) 0.37∗∗ 0.34∗∗
(0.17) (0.14)
City FE Yes Yes
Month FE Yes Yes
Observations 48,730 48,730
R2 0.13 0.06
Note: OLS regressions with SEs clustered by city in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Hypothesis 1 predicted that drivers would be more likely to exercise partial exit following an
increase in Lyft market share, while Hypothesis 2 anticipated that drivers would increase their
use of voice as Lyft market share increased. The increase in the use of the Lyft (? = 0.033) and
Advocacy (? = 0.016) subforums provide support for these predictions. The effects are small
but meaningful: roughly, a 30 percent increase in Lyft share is associated with about one-tenth
of a standard deviation increase in posts per user within each forum. In terms of magnitude, a
30 percent increase in Lyft share is associated with approximately one additional monthly post
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Figure 2.3: Topics Associated with Lyft Market Share within Lyft and Advocacy Subforums
Notes: Plots point estimates and 95 percent confidence intervals of OLS estimations of the effect of Lyft market share in previous month on
standardized topic proportions in each subforum, controlling for the users’ overall posting activity and number of months active on forum. City and
month fixed effects included; SEs clustered at city level.
for every three users in the Lyft forum, and one additional monthly post for every nine users in
the Advocacy forum. Notably, these are the only two subforums which see statistically significant
increases in posting activity associated with Lyft market share (see Table 4 for estimates of the
effect of Lyft share on the other ten subforums).
Examining how the composition of specific semantic topics changes as a result of gains to Lyft
share provides a clearer picture of what specific subjects of conversation are rising within the Lyft
and Advocacy subforums. To do so, we use the topic proportions estimated by the LDA model.
Examining each of the two subforums in turn, we identified the specific topics that grew within
these forums. Standardizing the outcomes for comparability, we estimated the topic proportions
within each subforum, with specifications of the form:
)>?8218 9 C = V0 + V1!H 5 C(ℎ0A48(C−1) + V2)8<4)A4=3C + V3#D<14A> 5 %>BCB8 9 C
+ V4">=CℎB2C8E48 9 C + U8 + XC + n8C (2.4)
We then identified any topic that had a substantial increase – at least one tenth of a standard
deviation – associated with a ten percent increase in Lyft market share. These topics, and the
associated coefficients for the effect of Lyft market share in their respective models, can be seen in
Figure 3.
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Within the Lyft subforum, the topics associated with Lyft market share are Topic 61 (“contract”,
“terms”, “agreement”, “services”, “agree”; ? = 0.068), Topic 127 (“name”, “look”, “picture”,
“real”, “face”; ? < 0.001), and Topic 135 (“hours”, “work”, “day”, “work”, “days”; ? < 0.001).
These first two topics relate to signing on with the platform – the first referring to completing the
contract and signing the terms of service, and the second to creating a profile photo – and provide
evidence for the fact that partial exit is actually occurring, in accordance with Hypothesis 1a. The
last topic refers to work hours or days, and may reflect discussion of how much time to devote to
driving for the Lyft platform.
Hypothesis 2a predicted that drivers would increase their discussion of advocacy, protests,
and formal organizing when Lyft market share increased. Within the Advocacy subforum, the
two topics that increase the most following Lyft market share reflect this prediction: Topic 92
(“independence”, “employees”, “employee”, “contractor”, “company”; ? = 0.021) clearly refers
to drivers’ status as indepedent contractors versus employees, a common point of contention, while
Topic 175 (“drivers”, “uber”, “strike”, “union”, “together”; ? = 0.073) pertains to strikes and
collective action. Two other topics that increase within the Advocacy subforum are about planning
for the future (Topic 25: “looking”, “move”, “look”, “next”, “already”; ? < 0.001) and sharing
information (Topic 74: “information”, “link”, “find”, “site”, “info”; ? = 0.021), indicating that the
subforum may serve as a base for planning and knowledge sharing with respect to labor advocacy.
The remaining two topics associated with greater Lyft share are less clear, but Topic 62 (“simply”,
“ability”, “kind”, “given”, “however”; ? = 0.053) seems to contain words used in expressing
frustration, while Topic 80 (“city”, “san”, “chicago”, “cities”, “sf”; ? = 0.012) may reflect that
drivers are increasing their discussion of advocacy occurring in other cities.
Having established support for the two hypotheses, we next explore evidence for our proposed
mechanism. We suggested that the gains to the Lyft platform would lessen the threat of impactful
retribution for drivers, making them more willing to express voice. The most meaningful form
of retribution for ride-sharing drivers is to have one’s platform access suddenly terminated, or
“deactivated” (Said 2018). We therefore perform a simple analysis to see if drivers are less likely
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to mention firings or deactivations following increases in Lyft market share in their city. At the
city-month level, we estimate the effect of Lyft share on the total counts of the terms “fired”
or “deactivated”, controlling for the total nu mber of active users in each city-month pair. The
specification is therefore:
'4CA81DC8>=8C = V0 + V1!H 5 C(ℎ0A48(C−1) + V2)8<4)A4=3C + V32C8E4*B4AB8C + U8 + XC + n8C
(2.5)
The results of this model can be seen in Table 3. We observe that a twenty percent increase
in Lyft market share is associated with approximately one fewer mention of firing or deactivation
(? = 0.011), a decrease of approximately 27 percent from the mean. While we cannot capture
actual levels of driver deactivation with this method, one of the benefit of measuring forum chatter
is that we can capture not just discussions of retribution actually occurring, but also how salient
the threat of retribution is in the minds of the users actively using the forum.
Table 2.3: Lyft Market Share Effects on Mentions of Retribution
Dependent variable:
’Deactivated’ or ’Fired’












Note: OLS regressions with heteroskedasticity-robust SEs in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Finally, as an exploratory analysis, we examine the effect of Lyft market share on the number
of posts in each of the other ten primary subforums, with specifications identical to those used with
the Lyft and Advocacy subforums in Table 2. The results of this analysis can be seen in Table 4.
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Table 2.4: Lyft Market Share Effects on Other Subforum Activity
Dependent variable:
Insurance People News Pay Quit Complaints Stories Ratings Technology Advice
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Lyft Market Share (t-1) 0.90 0.77 0.45 0.38 0.20 −0.004 −0.08 −0.13 −0.40∗∗∗ −0.67∗∗∗
(0.79) (0.59) (0.33) (0.45) (0.19) (0.12) (0.26) (0.23) (0.10) (0.24)
City FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 48,730 48,730 48,730 48,730 48,730 48,730 48,730 48,730 48,730 48,730
R2 0.13 0.26 0.37 0.39 0.11 0.66 0.57 0.28 0.20 0.64
Note: OLS regressions with SEs clustered by city in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
As previously mentioned, Lyft and Advocacy were the only two forums with a statistically
significant increase in posting associated with Lyft market share. Two subforums, Technology and
Advice, see substantial decreases in posting as Lyft share grows. The topic model analysis sheds
some light on the former: within the Technology forum, the two topics that decrease significantly
following an increase in Lyft share are Topic 104 (“google”, “route”, “gps”, “maps”, “waze”;
? = 0.043) and Topic 96 (“address”, “location”, “pin”, “pickup”, “wrong”; ? = 0.005). Both these
topics pertain to GPS and navigation. Lyft and Uber have different in-app navigation capabilities
(Bindley 2018), and examining some of the forum posts reveals that many drivers find the Lyft
system easier to use4. The fall in the number of posts in the Technology forum, therefore, may
reflect the fact that as more drivers spend more of their hours on the Lyft platform, they have fewer
questions and complaints related to navigation technology.
The reason for the fall in posting seen in the Advice subforum is less clear: no single topic
from the LDA model has a meaningful increase or decrease within this subforum. One possible
explanation is that in response to Lyft entry, the information-sharing function of the platform shifts
away from the general Advice subforum and towards more specific arenas of advice, such as
Insurance or Pay. As drivers toggle between platforms, they may grapple with the fact that the
competing platforms are constantly adding and adjusting pay incentive schemes (Bhuiyan 2017),
and that the two platforms have different requirements for driver and car standards (Hyrecar 2017)
and insurance coverage (Dehn 2018). This may result in requests for advice being directed to these
more specific subforums, as opposed to the more general Advice space. Another simple explanation
4In the elegant words of one uberpeople.net user: “The Uber navigation app totally sux. I never use it.”
https://uberpeople.net/threads/uber-app-navigation.316438/#post-5176827
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is that as more drivers spend more of their hours driving for Lyft, they will direct their questions to
the Lyft subforum rather than to Advice. We discuss some of the more generalized implications of
the changes in conversation following partial exit, and potential future research directions, in the
following section.
As previously mentioned, we effectively treat the changes in Lyft market share as exogenous,
reflecting the fact that platform gains and losses are largely driven by passenger – rather than driver
– demand (Bosa 2018). The fact that our topic analysis reveals that drivers appear to be writing
about signing up to drive for Lyft in the month following an increase in Lyft market share provides
some reassurance that we are not merely observing the effects of reverse causality. We also find
that our results are robust to using two- or three-month lags in Lyft market share.
2.5 Discussion and Conclusion
This paper analyzes how the content of gig workers’ conversations changes in response to the
ascendance of an alternative labor platform, and what those conversations can tell us about their
decisions to exercise exit and voice. We analyze posts on the largest online community for ride-
sharing drivers, i.e. the workers’ virtual water cooler. We observe in our results that as Lyft gains
a greater foothold in a given city, drivers in that city post more actively. This increased activity
is particularly concentrated in the Lyft subforum, with the topic analysis reflecting discussion of
newly signing up for the platform. We also observe that Lyft market share is associated with more
posting to the Advocacy subforum, particularly in topics related to employee status, strikes and
unions, information sharing, and planning for the future.
The finding that “voice” increases with more “exit” options supports our conceptual framework
suggesting that exit and voice can be complements in situations in which the threat of retribution
is initially high. The findings also paint a broad picture that aligns with our characterization
of the nature of partial exit: as an alternative labor platform – Lyft – gains market share, more
drivers choose to exercise partial exit by signing up and devoting more time to work on the second
platform (evidence of this is seen in discussion of signing up for Lyft in the topic analysis). The
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entry of the second platform reduces the threat of retribution, providing drivers with greater power
and therefore a greater propensity to exercise voice (in this case characterized by discussing, and
making plans for, labor advocacy). We document evidence of the reduced threat of retribution by
analyzing mentions of drivers being “deactivated” or “fired,” showing that instances of these terms
drop as Lyft gains market share in a given city.
Though this analysis was conducted in the context of the ride-sharing market, the results are
broadly applicable to other forms of platform gig work. This work can take both physical and
digital forms. Platforms such as TaskRabbit and Handy, for example, are competing for dominance
in the home-cleaning and repairs space, as many workers toggle between them. Meanwhile, a
freelance software engineer can seek gigs on a variety of platforms, such as Upwork, Freelancer
or Coding Ninjas. As in the ride-sharing example, these workers have the flexibility to allocate
their labor across a number of platforms; perhaps unsurprisingly, robust online communities have
emerged to discuss these issues.5 Similarly, there is growing evidence that firms exploit monopsony
power in low-wage and online marketplaces, reflecting similar power dynamics and pressures as
in the ride-sharing context (Dube et al. 2019; Benson et al. 2015).
While this paper focuses narrowly on the exit-voice framework as a means of exploring workers’
responses to dissatisfaction with an organization, as our analysis on the other areas of the forum
shows, there is potential for related work on how market shifts within a platform ecosystem affect
workers’ behavior. One of the key features of partial exit is that it is a continuous and ongoing
process. While transitioning between applications is relatively easy, the decision of how to allocate
labor hours between platforms must be consistently re-litigated. While our analysis shows that
platform competition may increase workers’ bargaining power, future work might focus on the
search costs imposed on workers by this dynamic; that is, whether or not they spend more time
comparing and monitoring platforms as a way of determining the optimal allocation of their labor.
Because the information-diffusing application of online forums should be useful for transferring
knowledge about changing incentive schemes, company news, and platform requirements, a context
5Interested readers might explore the active subreddit r/freelance and associated forums.
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like the forum used in this paper could be a fruitful setting for this line of research.
There are a number of limitations to our study. First, while analyzing discussion in online
communities opens up the possibility for researchers to “listen in” on the conversation of workers,
it is a limited form of conversation at the water cooler for multiple reasons. First, there is likely to
be selection in the type of drivers who participate in the online community; for example, casual,
part-time, or less committed drivers are probably less likely to seek out the forum. Second,
conversations on a public forum may differ from private (and in-person) conversations. We also
conduct our analysis only in urban areas large enough to have sufficient forum activity, raising the
question of how the dynamics shown in this paper might differ in rural or sparsely populated areas.
Additionally, a number of questions remain about the stability of the relationships discussed in this
paper. If increased voice results in the establishment of more formal structures, like unions, how
will that affect workers’ relationships with the platforms, as well as their modes of communication?
Moreover, we did not address the third lever in Hirschman’s framework – loyalty. Is there any way
that labor platforms can win workers’ loyalty when their business model relies on keeping them at
arm’s length? We hope to take a closer look at these questions in future work.
Our work in this paper revisits a classic theoretical framework and explores how its constructs
apply to the features of a changing economy. We suggest a framework for understanding when
exit and voice will function as complements, rather than substitutes, in the presence of alternative
options. This work also contributes to the growing stream of literature on the gig economy and
alternative work arrangements, which continues to grow in relevance. Our hope is that this paper
will add to the conversation on the nature of worker relationships to labor platforms – and how to
characterize these relationships theoretically – and spur extensions and related work.
We also hope that our work provides an example of the opportunity afforded to researchers
by new modes of work-related communication. As the share of workers with nontraditional
employment arrangements grow – not merely platform workers, but independent contractors and
traditional employees working remotely – work communication will increasingly have to occur
through virtual methods. As more “water coolers” shift to the digital realm, researchers will be
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provided with an ability to observe casual work-related discussion in a way that was not previously
possible.
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Chapter 3: The Organizational Ship of Theseus: Routines Store Knowledge
during Turnover
3.1 Introduction
In the famous Ship of Theseus thought experiment, boards and nails are replaced over time
until no piece of the original ship remains. The question is one of identity: is the ship still the same
ship? One can pose an analogous thought experiment about organizations: is an organization that
iteratively replaces all of its members still the same organization? I approach this question from
the perspective of organizational culture and knowledge.
Organizational culture is a broad construct. I focus on the role of culture as a coordinating
framework that facilitates efficient and effective communication. Culture is the organizational-
level “glue” that preserves effective organizational function in the face of entry and exit of its
members. While this aspect of culture includes language itself, I will focus specifically on the role
of culture in linguistic pragmatics: how context contributes to meaning. Demonstrating the role
of culture in pragmatics, and the inherently tacit transmission of that culture, contributes to the
socio-linguistic microfoundations of knowledge transfer and storage in organizations.
I operationalize this aspect of culture as actions and routines (especially multi-actor routines)
that one may be expected to undertake in certain states of the world. These allow one to make
sense of context by reducing the state-space size of otherwise ambiguous stimuli. Culture is the
social accoutrements that allow one to make sense of context, and to take appropriate action. Such
actions may be routinizable, but are largely unencodable, making them difficult to transfer outside
of experience coordinating with others. Coordinating while cooking on the line in a commercial
kitchen, playing and improvising in jazz combos, and working in a team preparing time-sensitive
financial reports are all examples of routinizable, unencodable, multi-agent coordination tasks.
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I use a formal model to integrate a key idea in linguistic pragmatics: the rational speech
act framework (Frank and Goodman 2012), with a network diffusion setup to demonstrate how
organizational culture can make organizations robust to the entry and exit of their members. The
model predicts a counterintuitively high level of cultural persistence in settings where efficient
communication is relevant to organizational performance.
I test these ideas in an informal organizational ecosystem oriented around playing the card
game Hanabi. Hanabi is a cooperative coordination game that simulates communication under
extreme time pressure. To play Hanabi effectively and receive a high score, one must communicate
both efficiently and effectively with the other players. Because “Hanabi elevates reasoning about
the beliefs and intentions of other agents to the foreground” (Bard et al. 2020) the game is an ideal
organizational task to evaluate the role of culture and pragmatics on organizational performance.
Additionally, the entry and exit of players from groups within the ecosystem permit clear tests of
the contribution of these mechanisms to knowledge transfer and persistence in organizations.
3.1.1 Organizational Routines and Knowledge
In the knowledge view, “the central competitive dimension of what firms know how to do is
to create and transfer knowledge efficiently within an organizational context” (Kogut and Zander
1992). There is a related question of organizational memory: how organizations can preserve
valuable knowledge in the face of membership turnover (Argote 1996; Argote et al. 2003; Argote
and Miron-Spektor 2011).
Tightly linked to this view is the idea that the knowledge advantages of organizations are in
the ability to transfer tacit knowledge, or knowledge that is difficult to encode or write down.
Tacit knowledge may also be socially complex, further increasing the challenge of transferring the
knowledge outside of social interactions. Tacitness is also central to understanding organizational
memory. While explicit, easily encoded knowledge could be written down and handed to the new
organizational member, tacit knowledge may be lost to the organization without intervention.
Tacit knowledge is a broad category that may reflect a wide variety of types of knowledge and
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associated transmission mechanisms. Transactional Memory Systems that are focused on “who
knows what” have been widely studied (Faraj and Sproull 2000; Ren and Argote 2011; Argote
and Ren 2012). I focus instead on the role of organizational routines: “repetitive, recognizable
patterns of interdependent actions, carried out by multiple actors” (Feldman and Pentland 2003).
At the individual level, routines reduce the challenges of optimal decision-making by simplifying
actions into approximately optimal in most similar circumstances. At the group level, routines also
serve to coordinate between members by reducing common multi-agent planning problems into
predictable sequences of action. As such, routines are less affected by turnover compared to TMS
(Rao and Argote 2006). Nonetheless, routines are not typically encodable and are instead stored
as procedural memory (Cohen and Bacdayan 1994).
In both of these examples, routines enhance performance by reducing the size of the state-
space one must plan over in a sensible way. If the world looks approximately like - , take action
0(-). However, if information about the state of the world is sufficiently scarce, additional
communication between members of the organization may be required in order to productively
act. In these cases, organizational routines serve an analogous role in coordinating communication:
reducing the size of the state-space in order to permit communication relying on common knowledge
and context to function.
3.1.2 Efficient Communication in Organizations
Organizational language is itself a knowledge asset. Languages differ in their ability to efficiently
describe organizationally salient situations and problems. Matching the appropriate language to
tasks faced by the organization improves performance (Weber and Camerer 2003b; Wernerfelt
2004; Crémer et al. 2007; Koçak and Warglien 2020).
Language is privileged as it is a necessary tool in the transmission of all other organizational
knowledge. Additionally, aspects of organizational culture are encoded in and accessible through
language (Chen 2013; Srivastava and Goldberg 2017; Srivastava et al. 2018).
Outside of high control, formal organizations like armies and police forces, organizations have
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limited power to directly control language. Instead, languages evolve over time through member
interaction and conversation. Social network structure influences which languages evolve and
how quickly they emerge (Yeaton 2021). Similar social network processes drive the endogenous
emergence of categories (Guilbeault et al. 2021) and norms Centola and Baronchelli (2015b);
Centola et al. (2018b) in networks.
Language enables the functioning of organizational routines by standardizing the labels members
use to refer to them (Weber and Camerer 2003b; Feiler and Camerer 2010). In settings where
fast, efficient, and effective communication improves organizational performance (like in the game
Hanabi), routines also enable the functioning of organizational language. They do so by enabling
the effective transmission of highly efficient common knowledge shortcuts in language. I model
this process by building on the Rational Speech Act framework in linguistic pragmatics.
3.1.3 Rational Speech Act Framework
The rational speech act (RSA) framework (Frank and Goodman 2012) models the process
of making sense of context (linguistic pragmatics) through the lens of Bayesian inference. The
framework seeks to model language as a means of communication in practice and has been demonstrated
to explain a range of phenomena including metaphor, hyperbole, and degree thresholds (Lassiter
and Goodman 2013, Kao et al. 2014, Kao et al. 2014).
The basic setup is a cooperative communication game where agents reason recursively about
the mental states of their partners. The listener interprets the message from the speaker as a
cooperative speaker trying to inform the listener about the state of the world. The listener then
uses Bayesian inference to reason about the likely interpretation of the message knowing that the
speaker is reasoning about how a listener is most likely to interpret that message.
In the canonical example, Frank and Goodman (2012) use the framework to explain efficient
communication in a Wittgenstein-esque reference game. Consider the three objects in Figure 3.1.
Each object has two attributes: shape and color. In the example in Figure 1, the possible states of
the world are ( = {blue-square (a), blue-circle (b), green-square (c)}. The task of the speaker is to
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identify a target object to a listener by sending a message using only a single attribute from the set
of attributes, in this case " = { square, circle, green, blue }. The corresponding task of the listener
is to predict the state of the world given the single attribute message received.
Figure 3.1: Canonical RSA reference game
Formally, the model is simple. Both listener and speaker assume the other will choose their
action assuming the other is Bayesian. Denoting the speaker’s intended referent A ∈ (, the context
, and the message < ∈ " , the action the listener takes is proportional to the posterior distribution
%(A |<,), where
%(A |<,) ∝ %(< |A, )%(A)
Reasoning recursively, the action of the speaker is the message< that maximizes the likelihood,
i.e. max<∈" %(< |A, ). The Bayesian model is highly predictive of actual human behavior in this
task.
The RSA framework reframes semantics as one of the first steps in interpreting the meaning
of communications, rather than one of the last. I formalize this idea with the following extension
to the basic RSA framework. Suppose now that the world is not represented by discrete states
(as in the above example), but is instead a continuous space. Individuals now have two options:
either forgo the efficient communication enabled by RSA in favor of more extensive (and costly)
communication, or agree on a common mapping from the continuous space to discrete states in
order to benefit from the efficiency of RSA.
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The extension represents a two-stage process. In the first stage, the group must establish
common knowledge of the dimension reduction process that maps the continuous space into discrete
states. In the second stage, individuals in the group can leverage this common knowledge into
efficient communication via RSA.
Figure 3.2 illustrates this idea. Expanding on the reference game in Figure 1, now suppose
that the attributes of shape and color are each on a continuum (or any discrete space with higher
cardinality than than the original example of two) as in Figure 2.a. However, the players are not
endowed with any more words than in the original game. Now, they must first agree on how to
describe the state of the world if they want to leverage RSA-style communication.
Figure 3.2: Extension of canonical RSA reference game to two stages.
This first stage is a vocabulary or categorization problem, and there is both theoretical (DeGroot
1974b; Golub and Jackson 2010b) and empirical (Weber and Camerer 2003b; Guilbeault et al.
2021; Yeaton 2021) evidence that about how and when vocabularies and categories evolve in
the context of communication networks. The unifying property of each of this literature is that
through repeated communication in networks, individuals can reduce the continuous space into
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some common discrete space.
Routines are another example of this dimension reduction process. If the world looks like - ,
take 0(-) action. The space of actions (especially communications actions) is necessarily coarser
than the entire state space. Thus, there can be no one-to-one mapping of states to actions. Routines
are approximately optimal predetermined actions for certain ranges of states of the world that
eliminate the need for constant costly optimizing. Through being predetermined and common,
routines also transform potentially ambiguous states of the world into tractable, coherent states
that allow individuals to leverage common knowledge by making sense of context. The agreement
on the specific dimension reduction technique is tacitly transferred knowledge that is difficult to
encode.
That is, under the Rational Speech Act framework, routinization is effective by collapsing the
state space in a sensible way. Like any dimension reduction technique there is some information
loss that may sacrifice edge case flexibility for efficiency in referring to relatively more common
state-action pairs.
3.1.4 Example: Firm X
While the empirical setting in this paper represents stylized organizations so as to focus on
mechanisms, the challenges in effectively transferring knowledge are faced by many real organizations.
Consider the experience of Firm X, a midsized American financial services consulting firm. One
of their primary lines of business is to aid clients in transforming from private to public companies.
At a high level, this involves helping them to improve their internal accounting systems and
procedures and to produce the public financial documents required of all public companies, culminating
in the 10-K report each year.
The reports have some routinizable elements that are largely encodable (what Firm X calls
templates) that are often handled by junior staff. But because the reports must be made in the
context of an evolving world and regulatory environment, many parts of the reports have an
element of routinizability but little potential to be encoded. Which guidance should one follow
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when doing revenue recognition? How should that guidance be interpreted? Often the answer
for senior members of Firm X is that “I know it when I see it.” The challenge is in matching the
production procedure to the state of the world in which one finds oneself.
Additionally, the reports are often made under the intense time pressure of reporting deadlines.
The turnaround on X page documents is often as short as Y weeks. Because of this, the job
is typically split between several individuals who must coordinate to create the final product.
Thus, efficient and effective communication between the different members of the team is vital
to delivering the reports on time.
As the reporting requirements have quarterly (10-Q) and annual (10-K) components, many
clients opt to try to bring the knowledge of how to produce the reports into the client’s firm with
the help of Firm X. The success of this knowledge transfer has been mixed, and some clients find
the production of the reports is less straightforward than they expected: more like following a
recipe for a French-style omelet than an American-style omelet.
Client A was notably successful in bringing the knowledge into their firm. They elected to take
over the production iteratively, one step at a time. All told, they replaced the team at Firm X with
their own employees over the course of several years, averaging about one replacement a year.
There was ample contact, communication, and interaction between the two firms during this time.
In the first year alone, this accounted for over N in-person meetings and M conference calls.
Client B initially failed to bring the knowledge into their firm, as they elected to take over the
entire project in one fell swoop. This resulted in a minor crisis after they failed to produce several
intermediate products needed to produce the final 10-Q on a timely basis. Client B was forced
to rehire Firm X to rush-complete the job to avoid regulatory action, costing significantly extra
money and effort.
This setting represents the type of organizational tasks we seek to generalize to from our
stylized empirical setting. To succeed at the task requires multi-agent coordination under time
pressure. The knowledge is technical, has routinizable elements, but apart from some basic elements
is nonetheless largely unencodable.
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3.2 Model
The model is composed of a partition language (Crémer et al. 2007), a network model of
organization, and learning via social learning maps with DeGroot learning as a special case (DeGroot
1974b; Golub and Jackson 2010b). This model extends Yeaton (2021) to the asymptotic case,
generalizes the network diffusion setup beyond parametric weighted averaging to contraction mappings,
and shows results for speed of convergence of languages. The proofs for each of these are in the
appendix.
I use these results to demonstrate how much of the language of the original members remains
when they have all been replaced. I find that by iteratively replacing every member of the organization,
a substantial percentage of the new language reflects the founding members beliefs. Moreover, I
find that this cultural momentum is stronger for larger organizations. Even after two full replacements
of the organization, that is everyone has been replaced, and their replacements have been replaced,
about 15% of the new language reflects the original members’ beliefs.
Common language is a type of limited codifiability that makes certain (possibly tacit) routines
and situations more efficient to describe within an organization. The upshot of this is that it
provides a pathway for organizational memory. On the other hand, this also suggests that it is
not enough to change the language and culture of organization simply by changing its members,
and thus may be one part of the puzzle of organizational rigidity.
3.2.1 CGP Language
The model of language is based on Crémer et al. (2007). In particular, every member of a given
organization encounters problems from a finite set - . However, each member 8 of the organization
may encounter each problem G ∈ -, |- | = / with different probability ?8,G > 0. The organization
would like to have a shared jargon or informal language that they use to communicate to each
other to quickly and roughly describe some problem. As in Crémer et al. (2007), a language  is
a partition {F1, . . . , F } of - . If the members of the organization need to work with each other,
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then the common language helps them to come to an understanding about which problem they are
currently encountering in a timely manner, i.e. saying word : indicates that their current problem
G ∈ F: . There is a behavioral assumption that the number of words  < / is fixed. Crémer
et al. (2007) also define a few additional notions that will be very helpful for us: breadth of a word
=: = |F: | and frequency of a word ?: =
∑
G∈F: ?G . Then for a given word, the effort of ascertaining
exactly which G ∈ F: is intended is given by a function 3 which is strictly increasing in =: so that
vague words have higher “diagnosis cost” than more precise words. Then the expected cost of a
language 8 is




The optimal code ∗
8
is the one that minimizes  for a given ?8. There are two important
differences between Crémer et al. (2007) and the model in this paper. The first is that in Crémer
et al. (2007) the problem distribution for a given individual is fixed, but here individuals are
organized in a network structure and update their beliefs about team-weighted problem distributions
over time via DeGroot learning. The second is that instead of a code chosen by the organization,
in each period every individual solves the optimal code problem given their current beliefs about
the distribution of problems their organization faces. The question is under what conditions do
common and optimal codes emerge, and what factors influence the speed to convergence?
3.2.2 Network Structure and Learning
While the organization is unable to directly specify a language, it can choose a network structure
in which to embed the individuals. In the case of DeGroot learning, the organization will choose a
listening matrix, ) . A listening matrix ) is a # × # row-stochastic matrix, possibly weighted and
directed. )8 9 represents the influence of influence of 9 on individual 8. Recall that for a given time
period C, an individual 8 has beliefs about team problems ?C
8
∈ Δ/ (the /-simplex). Then we can










∈ R#×/ , ?C,8 =
[
?C,8,1 ?C,8,2 . . . ?C,8,/
]
∈ Δ/
The individuals are DeGroot learners (DeGroot 1974b), so their beliefs in period C + 1 are given by
%C+1 = )%C
Thus, their beliefs about problems that the organization faces in period C +1 are a weighted average
of their neighbors’ beliefs (including potentially their own) in period C. This is a naive learning
style in the sense that the individuals do not adjust for duplicated information. While this may
be a poor model in some contexts, it is defensible in this setting: the individuals are not trying to
optimally estimate some parameter, but rather are simply trying to come to an understanding with
each other. Thus, in every period it is reasonable to take your neighbor’s beliefs at face value. One
substantial advantage of DeGroot learning is that we can write
%C = )%C−1 = )
2%C−2 = · · · = ) C%0
so that beliefs in period C are a function of initial beliefs and the C-th power of the listening matrix.
3.3 Ship of Theseus
One application of this theory is to suggest a mechanism by which organizational knowledge
and culture can be stored and propigated. The language encodes organizational beliefs and stores
them in an individual-agnostic way, and thus can be robust to entry and exit of organizational
members. These beliefs can then be transmitted to new members of the organization via language
use, intentionally or not. Now, let us consider what happens when we successively replace members
of an organization. How much momentum does the original language have? Suppose that ) is 3-
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regular and symmetric, # × # , and individuals are DeGroot learners. Then c =
[ 1
#
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Now we can see two elements which are of interest to us: the momentum of the original language
and the path dependence that drives the final and all intermediate langauges. We can describe the












Thus, in any final language after replacing any number of people, we can see that the organization’s
original language has a nontrivial weight. For large organizations, even if we replace everyone, we












Figure 3.3: Weight of original language given (a) the size of the organization and fixing one full
replacement and (b) the number of full replacements and fixing the size of the organization.
Next, we can see that any final language is sensitive to the ordering of {?C













and so any final language will exhibit path dependence. These two components may give us
some insight into the sources of intransigence or stickiness of organizational culture. That is, the
language itself acts as the organizational echo chamber by “repeating” opinions of organizational
members even after they leave. If these beliefs reflect tacit knowledge about organizational problems
and routines (like in the empirical setting), this property can be quite valuable. On the other hand,
if these beliefs reflect bias or misunderstandings, this property can be substantially harmful for the
organization.
3.4 Empirical Setting and Data: Hanabi
The empirical setting is an informal ecosystem of players of the popular card game Hanabi
that play on the website hanab.live. Hanabi is a cooperative coordination game for two to five
players. The deck is composed of 50 cards with color and number attributes. Cards are numbered
one through five and are assigned one of five colored suits. The goal of the game is to play the
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cards down in order by suit to build a tableau (analogous to the game solitaire). The key wrinkle
that makes the game challenging and interesting is that players can see the cards in other players
hands, but do not see the cards in their own hands.
Players must clue each other about the cards in one another’s hands in order to have any
actionable information about the cards. They do so by indicating either all of the cards of a certain
number or all the cards of a certain color in another player’s hand. Importantly, giving a clue costs
a clue token from an initial shared pool of eight clue tokens. On their turn, a given player can either
give a clue to another player (spending a clue token), play a card from their hand into the tableau,
or discard a card from their hand in order to add back a clue token to the pool.
The central mechanic of the game is to figure out how to communicate enough information to
one’s teammates such that they can play down the appropriate card for the situation while having
“not enough” clues. This mechanic simulates communication under extreme time pressure by
severely limiting both the amount and the type of communication permitted between players. In
order to succeed at the game and receive a high score, one must communicate both efficiently and
effectively with the other players.
Hanabi has caught the attention of scholars in a variety of fields by neatly featuring theory-of-
the-mind reasoning in effective play Bard et al. (2020). Because of the simulated time pressure
and constrained communication, teams that can leverage RSA/Bayesian pragmatics will be at
a significant advantage. This also makes Hanabi an ideal setting to examine the transfer and
storage of multi-actor routines, and demonstrate the manner by which such routines contribute
to organizational performance.
The state space of card games is typically enormous, and Hanabi is no exception. According
to a popular guide for the game “Hanabi is very complicated, so it is impossible to write a guide
on how to best solve each individual situation” (Nesta 2018). Instead, teams adopt conventions or
routines for how players might be expected to act in certain game states. These routines help to
reduce the size of the state space enough so that players can leverage Bayesian pragmatics in their
communication.
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Still, identifying which actions to take in which game states is challenging. The same popular
guide states that:
a common mistake we see from intermediate players is that once they learn about
an advanced move, they think that they understand how it works, and then they whip it
out in a completely inappropriate situation. As the expression goes, “you have to learn
to walk before you learn to run." Intermediate players who know advanced moves but
have poor planning and a poor understanding of the game are much harder to play
with than intermediate players who stick to the basics, make predictable moves, and
incorporate things slowly.
This underpins that a key skill in the game is synchronizing routines with other players.
3.5 Results
The within-game performance of teams is an important aspect of the analysis, but what makes
this setting interesting is that we can observe the evolution of these stylized organizations over time
through membership turnover. Complete membership turnover, analogous to the organizational
Ship of Theseus, forms the basis of the empirical strategy.
The platform allows users to create game lobbies that other users can join. When the lobby
hits the player cap, the game starts. Users have persistent IDs/handles, and users will often play
multiple games with the same group, finishing a game and immediately starting a new lobby which
the same set of players immediately join. The informal nature of the lobbies means that turnover
is frequent and expected. As one user leaves, another arrives to fill their place, joining the partially
filled lobby. In this way, we can observe complete “Ship of Theseus” turnover of thousands of
informal organizations that are all performing the same task.
This design allows us to analyze whether knowledge of how to play the game well, and what
routines or conventions to use in what situations, is held at the individual level (so it is lost when
that individual leaves) versus at the organizational level (so it persists after organizational turnover).
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In this setting, there is no extrinsic motivation to obscure conventions or strategy; the challenge is
primarily in transferring the knowledge. Additionally, it is straightforward to compare performance
between teams.
We hypothesize that top organizations are able to maintain consistently superior performance in
the face of complete membership turnover by teaching new members the valuable tacit knowledge
of routines that reduce the state space of the game.
Players joining lobbies semi-randomly is nonetheless not random assignment of players to
teams. There are a few things we do to account for alternative explanations. First, we include
user-level fixed effects and cluster standard errors at the user level. Second, we include a time
trend. If players are simply learning how to use these conventions and routines over time, rather
than from their teammates in the high-performing team, the time trend should account for that.
Third, by limiting our analysis to the situation of complete team turnover, we ensure that prior
organizational members (who by definition contributed to the team’s earlier success) cannot now
be contributing to the team’s current success. Taken together, these help to ameliorate possible
alternative explanations.
However, we cannot completely rule them out. Importantly, we might still assume that part of
what makes a successful team successful is that they are able to identify promising players with
the potential to learn. Thus, we might view the estimates for knowledge transfer as upper bounds
that might only be achievable by top organizations.
The main regression specification that we use is:
H8 9 C = V0 + V1?>BC)DA=>E4A8 9 C + V260<4B%;0H43 9 C + V3=%;0H4AB8C + W 9 + Y8 9 C
where H8 9 C is the performance measure for game 8 for individual 9 in time period C. ?>BC)DA=>E4A8 9 C
is an indicator that is 0 if the game is played before the player joins the top team and also
before the team has completely turned over and 1 if it after the team has completely turned over.
60<4B%;0H43 9 C reflects the number of games played by player 9 up to that point. =%;0H4AB8C
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reflects the number of players on the team. W 9 is a set of user fixed effects and Y8 9 C is an idiosyncratic
error term. Standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust and are clustered at the user level. V1
identifies the effect of the complete turnover event on a player’s performance or use of routine/convention
and is the main coefficient of interest.
We consider three dependent variables. The first is the final game score (out of twenty-five),
which is the measure of performance for these teams. The second is the use of a specific “easy"
convention: the chop convention. The chop convention says that often, when discarding, one ought
to consider their oldest cards about which they have not yet been given information. This specific
convention is easy enough to describe, although even with this most basic convention there is a
challenge of learning when to apply it and when not. We include this as a dependent variable to
provide a lower bound on conventions. Individuals should feasibly be able to pick up and learn the
appropriate application of this convention after only a game or two.
The third dependent variable we consider is the approximate entropy of the sequence of moves
from the game. Approximate entropy (Pincus et al. 1991; Pincus and Kalman 2004) is a modification
of the the Kolmogorov–Sinai entropy for application in empirical data. Approximate entropy
measures the regularity of time series data. A series with repeated patterns will have a lower
approximate entropy than one with no such predictable repetition of patterns. This allows us to
measure a key prediction: routines are effective in improving communication and organizational
performance by reducing the size of the state space. If high-performing teams are high-performing
in part because they are effectively teaching their members routines that reduce the complexity/size
of the state space, that will be captured in this measure.
For the sake of robustness, we take two thresholds for high performance: top decile of team
performance and top quartile of team performance in the first half of the sample (prior to 04/14/2020).
At this date, we “freeze" the high performing teams, and subsequently remove all these high
performing players from the analysis. This prevents them from unduly biasing upwards the performance
of future versions of their team outside of teaching the incoming players. Additionally, we only
consider incoming players as treated once complete turnover has occurred. The final sample for the
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top decile turnover tests is 115,066 player-games, and the final sample for the top quartile turnover
tests is 58,743 player-games. The results for these tests are summarized in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2.
These results confirm the hypothesis that top performing teams are able to maintain performance
in the face of turnover (1), and suggest that the reason may be that they are imparting valuable
knowledge that is otherwise difficult to learn or encode to their new members (2) (3).
To examine the impact of knowledge that takes persistent interaction to transmit, we estimate
models with two versions of our main treatment variable: playing at least one game with the
prior team before complete membership turnover, and playing at least twenty games with the prior
team before complete membership turnover. The final sample for the top decile extended play and
turnover tests is 47,613 player-games, and the final sample for the top quartile turnover tests is
46,890 player-games. The results for these tests are summarized in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4.
Comparing the results for the extended play case to the original set of tests, we notice that while
the coefficients on use of the chop convention are about the same, we see the coefficient on score
increase, and the coefficient on approximate entropy decrease. This suggests that there are routines





Final Score Chop Convention Approx. Entropy
(1) (2) (3)
Post-Contact + Turnover 1.080∗∗∗ 0.140∗∗∗ −0.009∗∗∗
(0.023) (0.021) (0.001)
Games Played −0.001∗∗∗ 0.00005 −0.00002∗∗∗
(0.00004) (0.00003) (0.00000)
Num. Players −0.410∗∗∗ −0.715∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗
(0.008) (0.008) (0.0002)
Constant 22.121∗∗∗ 12.315∗∗∗ 0.838∗∗∗
(0.028) (0.030) (0.001)
Observations 115,066 115,066 115,066
R2 0.041 0.062 0.016
Adjusted R2 0.041 0.062 0.016
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Table 3.1: Change in play after full team turnover for players brought on to top decile teams (by
performance). The unit of analysis is the player-game. All tests include user-level fixed effects.
Standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust and are clustered at the user level. The dependent
variable in (1) is final score achieved, and is the primary performance measure. The dependent
variable in (2) is a count measure of the number of times the player used the chop convention. The




Final Score Chop Convention Approx. Entropy
(1) (2) (3)
Post-Contact + Turnover 1.134∗∗∗ 0.464∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗
(0.031) (0.029) (0.001)
Games Played −0.0004∗∗∗ 0.00002 −0.00002∗∗∗
(0.00004) (0.00003) (0.00000)
Num. Players −0.479∗∗∗ −0.511∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗
(0.012) (0.012) (0.0003)
Constant 21.518∗∗∗ 11.180∗∗∗ 0.835∗∗∗
(0.042) (0.043) (0.001)
Observations 58,743 58,743 58,743
R2 0.055 0.040 0.024
Adjusted R2 0.055 0.040 0.024
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Table 3.2: Change in play after full team turnover for players brought on to top quartile teams (by
performance). The unit of analysis is the player-game. All tests include user-level fixed effects.
Standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust and are clustered at the user level. The dependent
variable in (1) is final score achieved, and is the primary performance measure. The dependent
variable in (2) is a count measure of the number of times the player used the chop convention. The




Final Score Chop Convention Approx. Entropy
(1) (2) (3)
Post-Extented Play + Turnover 2.047∗∗∗ 0.311∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗
(0.053) (0.043) (0.001)
Games Played −0.001∗∗∗ −0.0001∗∗∗ −0.00002∗∗∗
(0.0001) (0.00004) (0.00000)
Num. Players −0.452∗∗∗ −0.475∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗
(0.013) (0.013) (0.0003)
Constant 21.443∗∗∗ 11.071∗∗∗ 0.833∗∗∗
(0.045) (0.046) (0.001)
Observations 47,613 47,613 47,613
R2 0.060 0.029 0.021
Adjusted R2 0.060 0.029 0.021
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Table 3.3: Change in play after full team turnover after at least twenty games with the prior team
for players brought on to top decile teams (by performance). The unit of analysis is the player-
game. All tests include user-level fixed effects. Standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust and
are clustered at the user level. The dependent variable in (1) is final score achieved, and is the
primary performance measure. The dependent variable in (2) is a count measure of the number
of times the player used the chop convention. The dependent variable in (3) is the approximate
entropy for the sequence of moves performed in the game.
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Dependent variable:
Final Score Chop Convention Approx. Entropy
(1) (2) (3)
Post-Extended Play + Turnover 1.357∗∗∗ 0.439∗∗∗ −0.024∗∗∗
(0.060) (0.047) (0.001)
Games Played −0.001∗∗∗ −0.0001∗∗∗ −0.00001∗∗∗
(0.0001) (0.00004) (0.00000)
Num. Players −0.484∗∗∗ −0.451∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗
(0.013) (0.013) (0.0003)
Constant 21.537∗∗∗ 10.994∗∗∗ 0.833∗∗∗
(0.045) (0.047) (0.001)
Observations 46,890 46,890 46,890
R2 0.045 0.028 0.026
Adjusted R2 0.045 0.028 0.026
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Table 3.4: Change in play after full team turnover after at least twenty games with the prior team
for players brought on to top quartile teams (by performance). The unit of analysis is the player-
game. All tests include user-level fixed effects. Standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust and
are clustered at the user level. The dependent variable in (1) is final score achieved, and is the
primary performance measure. The dependent variable in (2) is a count measure of the number
of times the player used the chop convention. The dependent variable in (3) is the approximate
entropy for the sequence of moves performed in the game.
3.6 Discussion & Conclusion
Turnover is a reality for all organizations. It is in every organization’s interest to understand
what knowledge and processes can withstand turnover. If difficult to encode organizational knowledge
is bound up in a particular individual, that individual leaving means that the knowledge is lost.
However, if difficult to encode organizational knowledge is held between individuals, the role
of turnover is ambiguous. Insulating valuable knowledge from loss due to membership change
requires clear understanding of both the knowledge itself and the mechanisms involved in its
transfer and storage.
I focus on the role of culture as a coordinating framework that facilitates efficient and effective
communication. I operationalize this aspect of culture as multi-actor routines that one may be
expected to undertake in certain states of the world. Such conventions emerge through interaction
in networks and without direct managerial mandate. When performing time-sensitive tasks, routines
save valuable time by reducing the need to optimize over and describe every state of the world.
Routines perform another role in time-sensitive settings: they reduce the decision-making state
space in a coherent way. Reducing the state space allows not just efficient communication of
the state of the world, but forms a basis of common-knowledge that organizational members can
leverage for yet more efficient communication that takes advantage of context.
I formalize this idea in Sections I.C. and in Section II. through analogy to the role of semantics
(the meaning of words) and pragmatics (the role of context in meaning) in linguistics. We can
construct a similar two-step process for the role of coordinating multi-agent routines (semantics)
and the hyper-efficient communication enabled through common-knowledge pragmatics. The
problem of matching states of the world to appropriate action is difficult to encode, but can be
transmitted tacitly through interaction, modeled as a network.
The model predicts a counterintuitively high level of cultural persistence in settings where
efficient communication is relevant to organizational performance (Section III.). Demonstrating
the role of routines in pragmatics, and the inherently tacit transmission of that routines, contributes
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to the socio-linguistic microfoundations of knowledge transfer and storage in organizations.
These hypotheses are supported in the setting of an ecosystem of informal organizations playing
the cooperative coordination game Hanabi online (Section VI.). Hanabi is a good setting to test
these questions because the game simulates time pressures and features theory-of-mind reasoning
in effective play. In this community, top organizations (teams) can preserve superior performance
by teaching conventions and routines to incoming players. Top teams stay on top, even in the face
of organizational change/full turnover. Additionally, top teams use more routines/conventions.
Matching the right state of the world to the right conventions is hard, and other teams do not just
learn them over time. Instead, players appear to need to learn them tacitly. Use of these routines is
not correlated with time, and only increases with exposure to top teams. Top teams use RSA-style
referents that are only possible with common knowledge of routines and conventions.
We show that routines reduce the size of the state space (e.g. do not need to clue except for
chop, etc.) which allows use of RSA-style referents (this basically doubles the performance gains).
This reduces the number of non-playable clues and reduces the number of clues per play (how
many times is a card clued before played). Centrally, we can see that top teams impart the ability
to reduce the size of the state space needed for decision-making by using an information-theory
based measure of the complexity of play sequences.
Returning to the Ship of Theseus, we might conclude that these later teams are the same
organization even after complete turnover. The stylized setting allows us to drill down to the
mechanisms that connect routines to efficient communication and coordination. Additionally, the
setting provides a clear measure of performance, allowing us to evaluate organizational success
(harmonization of tasks makes it easier to compare across organizations). Nonetheless, the overall
ideas being tested here are important to all organizations. Iterative replacement can promote
organizational robustness to knowledge loss. That is, if firms can compete by better creating
and transferring knowledge within their organizations, this may be proscriptive to the knowledge
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Appendix A: Testing a Theory of Cultural Evolution within Organizations:
Evidence from Alt-Right Echo Chambers
A.0.1 Proofs
This section contains all of the formal definitions and proofs referred to in the main body of
the paper.
Lemma 1 (Conductance of a network cut with a row-stochastic network). Suppose we have a
social network represented by the graph  (+, ) which is defined over a set of vertices, + , and
adjacency matrix, . Next, suppose we have a fixed subset ( ⊂ + . Then, if the adjacency matrix 
is row-stochastic







Proof. Fix a cut ( = + \ (̄ of a social network (so that we are “holding the people constant”).
However, we will not fix the adjacency matrix. Then the conductance of this cut is given by
q(() =
∑
8∈(, 9∈(̄ 08 9
min(0((), 0((̄))




























Thus, for a fixed cut,








Definition 2 (Reconstitution-consistent priority estimate). Given any partition language !, we








which is the set of priorities that could yield the langugage !.
Then, an estimate ?̂ is reconsitution consistent if ?̂ ∈ P.
Figure A.1 illustrates this property. This is a form of bounded rationality oriented around
‘putting things back together again.’ This means that individuals can choose any estimate of
priorities given a neighbor’s language as long as they can then use those priorities to generate
the language that they observe. Effectively, the mapping from priorities to language is surjective,
and we only require that individuals respect this surjectivity in their estimates. Note also that this
nests the Bayesian estimate of language if we assume normally distributed priorities, which for
one period is the mean of the set of possible priorities. Thus, the boundedly rational learning nests
the fully rational case. Importantly, they can even choose an estimate of these underlying priorities
that is most flattering or favorable to their own priorities, as long as it respects this reconstitution
property.
Proposition 1 (Change network, change priorities). Suppose we satisfy the assumptions described




G ∀8 ∈ (.
That is, we can always find a network shock  → ′ that will reduce a focal idiosyncratic
priority that is embedded in a more specific word for ( than for (̄.
Moreover, any such ′ must also increase the conductance between ( and (̄.
Proof. First, by assumption (1), individuals in  solve the optimal partition langauge problem
given their priorities. This is a mapping from the priorities vector to a language partition that
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Table A.1: Model Assumptions
1. Suppose we have a social network represented by the graph  (+, ) which is defined over
a set of vertices, + , and adjacency matrix, . (Network structure)
2. Indiviudals construct and output optimal partition langauges based on their priorities. Word
decoding costs, 3, are strictly increasing and convex. (Partition language)
3. We can find a fixed subset ( ⊂ + with the property that there exists a focal word F′ ∈ 
such that
?8G ∈ F′, ?
9
G ∈ F′′ ∀8 ∈ (,∀ 9 ∈ (̄ = + \ (
and ∃F0, F1 ∈ 
|F′| < |F0 | < |F1 | < |F′′|
That is, some concept ?G is embedded in a more specific word for those in ( than for those
in (̄ (and those words aren’t “too close” in specificity).
4. Individuals make “very weakly rational” inferences about their neighbors’ priorities given
the observed language. These inferences must respect the reconstitution property, so that
individuals may make any inferenece on the underlying priorities in a given word so long
as that estimate of priorities yields the language that they observe. (Language inference
learning)
5.  is row-stochastic. Individuals update their priorities via weighted averaging with their
neighbors, and individuals do not fully ignore information from any neighbor. (Penalized
DeGroot learning)























Next, by assumption (2), we can find a fixed subset ( ⊂ + with the property that there exists a
focal word F′ ∈  such that
?8G ∈ F′, ?
9
G ∈ F′′ ∀8 ∈ (,∀ 9 ∈ (̄ = + \ (
and ∃F0, F1 ∈ 
|F′| < |F0 | < |F1 | < |F′′|
That is, some concept ?G is embedded in a more specific word for those in ( than for those in (̄.
Next each individual outputs their language for the period to each of their neighbors. Specifically,
some individual 8 in the network observes the language of some other person 9 whenever 08 9 > 0
for 08 9 th element of .
By assumption (3), individuals may make any inference on the underlying priorities in a given
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word so long as they can construct some ordering of priorities that can be made to fit in the size
of the words they observe from their neighbors. We denote this inference from language back to
priorties by 6 : ! → ?. Recalling from Prop 1 of CGP 2007 that in any optimal language
|F8 | > |F 9 | ⇒ ?8 ≤ ? 9∀8 ∈ F8, 9 ∈ F 9
then if there are





























Thus any 6 : ! → ? such that the inference does not violate the size of the words will find
that 6(?G,() > 6(?G,(̄). Note that this nests the Bayesian estimate of ? for one period under the
assumption of Normally distributed signals (which is the mean).
























so that rewriting we have














We have just shown that 6(?G,() > 6(?G,(̄) whenever individuals are at least “very weakly











As an addendum (from assumption 5), this works even when we include a “stubbornness”
penalty term as a weighted combination between the two groups. That is, even if ∃_ ∈ (0, 2) such
that


























This completes the proof.

Proposition 2 (Change network, change langauge). Suppose we satisfy the assumptions described
in Table A.1. Then there always exists ′ such that
F′(C1) = {F |?8G ∈ F, } ≠ {F |?8G ∈ F, ′} = F′(C2) ∀8 ∈ (
That is, we can always find a network shock → ′ that will break up or reduce the specificity
of a focal idiosyncratic word that is more specific for ( than for (̄.
Moreover, any such ′ must also increase the conductance between ( and (̄.
Proof. First, by assumption (1), individuals in  solve the optimal partition langauge problem

















Next, by assumption (2), we can find a fixed subset ( ⊂ + with the property that there exists a
focal word F′ ∈  such that
?8G ∈ F′, ?
9
G ∈ F′′ ∀8 ∈ (,∀ 9 ∈ (̄ = + \ (
and ∃F0, F1 ∈ 
|F′| < |F0 | < |F1 | < |F′′|
That is, some concept ?G is embedded in a more specific word for those in ( than for those in (̄.
Next each individual outputs their language for the period to each of their neighbors. Specifically,
some individual 8 in the network observes the language of some other person 9 whenever 08 9 > 0
for 08 9 th element of .
By assumption (3), individuals may make any inference on the underlying priorities in a given
word so long as they can construct some ordering of priorities that can be made to fit in the size
of the words they observe from their neighbors. We denote this inference from language back to
priorties by 6 : ! → ?. To avoid too much repition, we can follow a similar argument from Prop.
1 to find that any 6 : ! → ? such that the inference does not violate the size of the words will find
that 6(?G,() > 6(?G,(̄). Note that this nests the Bayesian estimate of ? for one period under the
assumption of Normally distributed signals (which is the mean).
Next, (again by Prop. 1) we know from equation A.1 that for individual 8 ∈ + and for all G that
estimate of ?′G is given by














There are two cases we now need to consider to achieve {F |?8G ∈ F, } ≠ {F |?8G ∈ F, ′} ∀8 ∈
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(. The first is the case where we reconstitute F to change its meaning (swapping elements in F
with elements from other words). The second is the case where we is the case where we increase
the breadth of F (making it less specific).
1. For this first case, we can change the meaning of F′ by changing its contents while maintaining
the size of the word. For this to happen, at least two priorities must swap places. This
happens as soon as the smallest element of F′ swaps with largest element of some other FI,
here:

















?: ]3 (=I)] > 0
⇒ −max
?
?I3 (=: ) +min
?




























By assumption (3) we know that 6(?G,() > 6(?G,(̄) and by assumption (2) we know that




? 9 > 6(?G,(̄)











= 1) such that the inequality is satisfied, and the word is broken up.
2. For the second case, we can increase the breadth of F (making it less specific). We can do
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this by shrinking the elements of I and/or increasing the size of some smaller element in a
broader word. We acheive this as soon as
?:3 (=: ) + ?I3 (=I) > [?: +max
?
?I]3 (=: + 1) + [?I −max
?
?I]3 (=I − 1)
⇒ ?I [3 (=I) − 3 (=I − 1)] +max
?
?I [3 (=I − 1) − 3 (=: + 1)] > ?: [3 (=: + 1) − 3 (=: )]
Since 3 is convex, we know that
3 (=I) − 3 (=I − 1) ≥ 3 (=: + 1) − 3 (=: )
Additionally, since (by assumption 2) =: − =I ≥ 2⇒ 3 (=I − 1) − 3 (=: + 1) ≥ 0, so that all
of the action in determining when it crosses over is in the relative size of the ?.
By assumption (3) we know that 6(?G,() > 6(?G,(̄) and by assumption (2) we know that




? 9 > 6(?G,(̄)











= 1) such that the inequality is satisfied, and the word is broken up.

Proposition 3 (Clumpy/Discontinuous Language Change). Given any partition language, !, let








which is the set of priorities that could yield the langugage !.
Then there always exists some ?∗ ∈ P such that ∀Y > 0
(?∗ − Y, ?∗ + Y) ∩ P ≠ ∅ and (?∗ − Y, ?∗ + Y) ∩ P2 ≠ ∅
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so that every neighborhood of ?∗ contains at least one point in P and not in P.
That is, a change in language need not be preceded by a large change in priorities.
Proof. First, note that ? ∈ P ⇔ ∀:, I ∈ !,∀G ∈ :
3 (=: )?: + 3 (=I)?I ≤ 3 (=: − 1) (?: − ?G) + 3 (=I + 1) (?I + ?G) (A.2)





3 (=: ) given ?.
Now consider the mapping
 (?) = [3 (=: )?: + 3 (=I)?I] − [3 (=: − 1) (?: − ?G) + 3 (=I + 1) (?I + ?G)]
 is linear and hence continuous in ?. Now choose ?∗ such that  (?∗) = 0. Then ∀Y > 0 we
know that
(?∗ − Y, ?∗ + Y) ∩ P ≠ ∅
since by construction ?∗ ∈ (?∗ − Y, ?∗ + Y) and  (?∗) = 0 satisfies the inquality in equation A.2
so that ?∗ ∈ P.
It will be easiest to consider the intersections with P2 in cases.
1. First, consider the case (1) where =: = =I = =, so that the width of these two words is the
same. This implies that for ?∗
3 (=)?: − 3 (= − 1) (?: − ?G) = 3 (= + 1) (?I + ?G) − 3 (=)?I
⇒ ?: [3 (=) − 3 (= − 1)] = ?I [3 (= + 1) − 3 (=)] + ?G [3 (= + 1) − 3 (= − 1)]
By the convexity of 3 we know that
3 (= + 1) − 3 (= − 1) > 3 (= + 1) − 3 (=) > 3 (=) − 3 (= − 1)
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Within the neighborhood (?∗−Y, ?∗+Y) select ?∗−YG/2, so that we travel from ?∗ a distance
of Y/2 along the dimension of ?G . This means that ?I [3 (= + 1) − 3 (=)] will be unaffected,
while ?: and ?G both increase by the same amount, Y/2. However, since
3 (= + 1) − 3 (= − 1) > 3 (=) − 3 (= − 1)
we can conclude that  (?∗ − YG/2) > 0. Thus, for this case
(?∗ − Y, ?∗ + Y) ∩ P2 ≠ ∅
2. Now consider the case (2) where =: > =I. By convexity of 3 we know that
3 (=: ) − 3 (=: − 1) ≥ 3 (=I + 1) − 3 (=I)
Then, for ?∗, we know that
?: [3 (=: ) − 3 (=: − 1)] + 3 (=: − 1)?G = ?I [3 (=I + 1) − 3 (=I)] + 3 (=I + 1)?G (A.3)
(a) If (case 2.a) =: = =I + 1 then
?: [3 (=: ) − 3 (=: − 1)] + 3 (=: − 1)?G = ?I [3 (=: ) − 3 (=: − 1)] + 3 (=: )?G
⇒ ?: [3 (=: ) − 3 (=: − 1)] = ?I [3 (=: ) − 3 (=: − 1)] + ?G [3 (=: ) − 3 (=: − 1)]
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since 3 (=: ) − 3 (=: − 1)
⇒ ?: = ?I + ?G










where withouut loss of generality ?H chosen among those in FI. Within the neighborhood
(?∗ − Y, ?∗ + Y) select ? ∗ −YH/2, so that we travel from ?∗ a distance of Y/2 along the
dimension of ?H. Clearly then  (?∗ − YH/2) > 0. Thus, for this case
(?∗ − Y, ?∗ + Y) ∩ P2 ≠ ∅
(b) For case 2.b consider =: ≥ =I + 2. In this case we know by the convexity of 3 that
3 (=: − 1) ≥ 3 (=I + 1)
then
?: [3 (=: ) − 3 (=: − 1)] + ?G [3 (=: − 1) − 3 (=I + 1)] = ?I [3 (=I + 1) − 3 (=I)]
Choose some element ?H ≠ ?G ∈ F: , then  (?∗ − YH/2) > 0 following the same logic
as above.
3. Next, consider the case where =I > =: . Then by convexity of 3
3 (=I + 1) − 3 (=I) > 3 (=: ) − 3 (=: − 1)
and
3 (=I + 1) > 3 (=: − 1)
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Returning again to equation A.3 we see that for ?∗
?: [3 (=: ) − 3 (=: − 1)] + 3 (=: − 1)?G = ?I [3 (=I + 1) − 3 (=I)] + 3 (=I + 1)?G
⇒ ?: [3 (=: ) − 3 (=: − 1)] = ?I [3 (=I + 1) − 3 (=I)] + ?G [3 (=I + 1) − 3 (=: − 1)]
Again choose some element ?H ≠ ?G ∈ F: , then  (?∗ − YH/2) > 0 following the same logic
as above.
Thus, for every case of the relationship of =: and =I we can find an element of the neighborhood
(?∗ − Y, ?∗ + Y) such that
(?∗ − Y, ?∗ + Y) ∩ P2 ≠ ∅
This completes the proof.

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A.0.2 Additional Figures & Tables
Figure A.2: Pre-shock reply network. The reply network for the two weeks prior to the Alt-
Right ban consists of approximately 35,000 nodes (users) and 250,000 edges. This is the largest
connected component of the complete reply network. It reflects over 99% of users for that period.
Users who have ever posted in the Alt-Right subreddit are represented by red nodes, while others
are represented by grey nodes. While some of the red nodes are densely connecected with the
largest cluster in the network, there is a clear secondary cluster comprising a high proportion of
red nodes. This relative insularity of the Alt-Right commenters is reflected in a lower conductance
in the pre-ban period as compared to the post ban period.
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Figure A.3: Post-shock reply network. The reply network for the two weeks after the Alt-Right ban
consists of approximately 50,000 nodes (users) and 400,000 edges. This is the largest connected
component of the complete reply network. It reflects over 99% of users for that period. Users
who have ever posted in the Alt-Right subreddit are represented by red nodes, while others are
represented by grey nodes. After the ban, the network has only one main cluster, suggesting that
the Alt-Right commenters have become more integrated with the rest of the community after the
ban. This is reflected in a higher conductance in the post-ban period as compared to the pre-ban
period.




Blackpill/black pill Quartz https://qz.com/1092037/the-alt-right-is-creating-its-own-dialect-heres-a-complete-guide/
Chad Quartz https://qz.com/1092037/the-alt-right-is-creating-its-own-dialect-heres-a-complete-guide/
Deus Vult Vice https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/ezagwm/get-to-know-the-memes-of-the-alt-right-and-never-miss-a-dog-whistle-again
Dindu Nuffin SPLC https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2018/04/19/day-trope-white-nationalist-memes-thrive-reddits-rthedonald









Social justice warrior/SJW Quartz https://qz.com/1092037/the-alt-right-is-creating-its-own-dialect-heres-a-complete-guide/
Skittles Quartz https://qz.com/798305/alt-right-trolls-are-using-googles-yahoos-skittles-and-skypes-as-code-words-for-racial-slurs-on-twitter/
Six Gorillion ADL https://www.adl.org/education/references/hate-symbols/six-gorillion
Snowflake LA Times https://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-pol-alt-right-terminology-20161115-story.html
TPTB Quartz https://qz.com/1092037/the-alt-right-is-creating-its-own-dialect-heres-a-complete-guide/
Transtrender Quartz https://qz.com/1092037/the-alt-right-is-creating-its-own-dialect-heres-a-complete-guide/
We Wuz Kangz SPLC https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2018/04/19/day-trope-white-nationalist-memes-thrive-reddits-rthedonald
White genocide ADL https://www.adl.org/resources/glossary-terms/white-genocide
Muh holocaust ADL https://www.adl.org/education/references/hate-symbols/muh-holocaust
Wrongthink Quartz https://qz.com/1092037/the-alt-right-is-creating-its-own-dialect-heres-a-complete-guide/
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Appendix B: The Organizational Ship of Theseus: Routines Store
Knowledge during Turnover
B.0.1 Optimal Language in a Network
We will need some notion of optimal language for individuals organized in a network. I define
optimal language ∗ in a network ) as the language that minimizes diagnosis costs  given some
beliefs ?. Finally, we need to define a metric over the space of possible codes. Call C the space of
possible codes, and then define 3 : C × C → R+ as any metric over this space.
B.0.2 Learning Languages
Next we can describe networks under which individuals are guaranteed to converge to a common
language/jargon and what properties of the network affect the speed of convergence.
General Case
Proposition 4. Suppose that ((, 3) is a complete metric space and the social learning map ) :
( ↦→ ( is a contraction mapping. Let 5 : ( ↦→ Δ/ continuous. Then, if ∗ unique, ∀Y > 0 ∃"∗ ∈
N s.t. C > "∗ ⇒ 3 (8 (C), ∗) < Y,∀8 ∈ {1, . . . , #}.
Proof. By assumption ((, 3) is a complete metric space and the social learning map ) : ( ↦→ ( is
a contraction. Then by the Banach fixed point theorem
∃!B∗ ∈ ( s.t. ) (B∗) = B∗
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Moreover, given any B0 ∈ ( as intitial element of the following sequence {BC}





∀X > 0, ∃" (X) ∈ N s.t. C ≥ # ⇒ 3 (BC , B∗) ≤ X
Then, since 5 continuous, we know that
∀Y′ > 0, ∃X > 0 s.t. ∀G, H ∈ (, 3 (G, H) < X⇒ || 5 (G) − 5 (H) | | < Y′
Combining these two statements, we see that
∀Y′ > 0, ∃" (Y′) ∈ N s.t. C ≥ " ⇒ 3 (BC , B∗) ≤ X⇒ || 5 (BC) − 5 (B∗) | | < Y′
Now, let ?C = 5 (BC), and ?∗ = 5 (B∗). In other words, for all individuals 8 ∈ {1, . . . , #}, for any
intial beliefs ?80 = 5 (B
8
0), beliefs converge to ?
∗. For the sake of convenience, we may rewrite the
above with the new notation as
∀Y′ > 0, ∃"8 (Y′) ∈ N s.t. C ≥ "8 ⇒ ||?8C − ?∗ | | < Y′
Take "∗(Y′) = <0G8∈{1,...,#}"8 (Y′). Then ∀8 ∈ {1, . . . , #}
∀Y′ > 0, ∃"∗(Y′) ∈ N s.t. C ≥ "∗ ⇒ ||?8C − ?∗ | | < Y′
Now, let ∗ = ∗(?∗), so that ∗ is the optimal language at the point ?∗. Then, ∀:, I ∈
∗,∀G ∈ : ,
3 (=: )?: + 3 (=I)?I < 3 (=: − 1) (?: − ?G) + 3 (=I + 1) (?I + ?G)
That is, the optimal code ∗ is strictly better than any other possible code (with the inequality strict
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since ∗ is unique). Now consider
 (?) = 3 (=: − 1) (?: − ?G) + 3 (=I + 1) (?I + ?G)
− 3 (=: )?: + 3 (=I)?I +
∑
{ 9 |G∈-,G∉:,G∉: ′}
0 · ? 9 (B.1)
so then
 (?) > 0⇔ 3 (=: )?: + 3 (=I)?I < 3 (=: − 1) (?: − ?G) + 3 (=I + 1) (?I + ?G)
Then  (?) is linear and hence continuous in ?. Hence, ∃X > 0 s.t. | |W − ?∗ | | < X ⇒  (W) > 0,
i.e.
3 (=: − 1) (W: − WG) + 3 (=I + 1) (WI + WG) − 3 (=: )W: + 3 (=I)WI > 0
Now, recall that ∀8 ∈ {1, . . . , #}
∀Y′ > 0, ∃"∗(Y′) ∈ N s.t. C ≥ "∗ ⇒ ||?8C − ?∗ | | < Y′
Now, set Y′ = X, so that
∃"∗(X) ∈ N s.t. C ≥ "∗ ⇒ ||?8C − ?∗ | | < X⇒  (?8C) > 0∀8
⇒ 3 (=: − 1) (?8,C,: − ?8,C,G) + 3 (=I + 1) (?8,C,I + ?8,C,G) − 3 (=: )?8,C,: + 3 (=I)?8,C,I > 0
Then ∀Y > 0, if C > "∗ ⇒ 8 (C) = ∗ ⇒ 3 (8 (C), ∗) = 0 ≤ Y. 
Thus, while we show the result for DeGroot learning below for connection to the prior literature,
we see from this proposition that the result does not hinge on the particular funtional form (linearity,
weighted averaging, etc.) of DeGroot learning. In fact, while I do not present the result in this draft,
the above proposition also nests Bayesian learning with a dynamic state where individuals receive
i.i.d. signals of the state for the complete network as a special case. I hope to include a more
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general version of that result that does not depend on network completeness in the next draft, but
the sketch is that the Riccati maps ()) are contractions in the space of covariance matrices ((), and
for the complete network the stationary control law ( 5 ) will be common, which yields the result
directly.
Convergence of Languages under DeGroot Learning
Proposition 5. If the listening matrix ) is strongly connected and aperiodic, and individuals are
DeGroot learners, then if ∗ is unique, ∀Y > 0 ∃"∗ ∈ N s.t. C > "∗ ⇒ 3 (8 (C), ∗) < Y,∀8 ∈
{1, . . . , #}.
Proof. If ) is a listening matrix, then ) : ( ↦→ (, where ( is the space of all probability vectors. If
) is strongly connected (and thus irreducible) and aperiodic, then by the Fundamental Theorem of
Markov Chains ) is a contraction. Let 5 (B) = B%0 so 5 is continuous. Then since by assumption
∗ unique we can apply Proposition 1. Since this is just a rewriting of DeGroot learning the rest
follows from Proposition 1.

Thus convergence of language is guaranteed for a broad class of networks under DeGroot
learning. However, the speed of convergence is also of interest to us. What network factors impact
how quickly the individuals converge to a common language?
B.0.3 Speed of Convergence
We will need to use this well known fact in the proof of the following proposition.
Fact. Suppose ) is the strongly connected and aperiodic transition matrix of a Markov chain with
stationary distribution c. Suppose that the matrix of left-hand eigenvectors E is nonsingular so that
) is diagonalizable. Call _2 the second largest eigenvalue of ) . Then |_2 | < 1 and ∃U > 0 s.t. ∀8
|) C (8, 9) − c 9 | ≤ U |_C2 |
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Proposition 6. Suppose the listening matrix) is strongly connected and aperiodic, and individuals
are DeGroot learners. Call _2 the second-largest (in magnitude) eigenvalue of ) , and suppose that
the matrix of left-hand eigenvectors is nonsingular. Suppose that ∗ unique. Then ∀Y > 0, ∃X >
0 s.t. ∀8 ∈ {1, . . . , #}, |_C2 | < X⇒ 3 (8, 
∗) < Y ∀8 ∈ {1, . . . , #}.
Proof. Suppose that ∀Y > 0, ∃X′ > 0 s.t. ∀8 ∈ {1, . . . , #}, |_C2 | < X
′. First note that
|) C (8, 9) − c 9 | ≤ U |_C2 | ⇒ |?
0
8 9)
C (8, 9) − ?08 9c 9 | ≤ ?8 9U |_C2 | = U
′|_C2 |
By the above fact, and noting that ?8 9 C = ?08 9)
C (8, 9) and denoting ?0
8 9
c 9 = ? 9 , ∃U > 0 s.t. ∀8
|?8 9 C − ? 9 | < U |_C2 | ⇒ |?8C − ? | ≤
(∑
9=1
|?8 9 C − ? 9 | < (U′|_C2 | = U
′′|_C2 |
Since |_2 | < 1 by the Perron-Frobenius Theorem, then ∀X > 0 ∃" ∈ N s.t. C > " ⇒ |_C2 | < X.
Additionally, we know that ∀:, I ∈ ∗,∀G ∈ : ,
3 (=: )?: + 3 (=I)?I < 3 (=: − 1) (?: − ?G) + 3 (=I + 1) (?I + ?G)
Then again by the continuity of equation (1) ∃X′ > 0 s.t. |W − ? | < X′⇒
3 (=: )W: + 3 (=I)WI < 3 (=: − 1) (W: − WG) + 3 (=I + 1) (WI + WG)
Fix X = X′. Then
∃"′ ∈ N s.t. C > "′⇒ |_C2 | < X
⇒ |?8C − ? | < X ∀8 ∈ {1, . . . , #} ⇒ ∀Y > 0⇒ 8 (C) = ∗
⇒ 3 (8 (C), ∗) = 0 < Y ∀8 ∈ {1, . . . , #}

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Thus, how quickly a language converges depends on the magnitude of the second largest
eigenvalue. If for any individual the current code is sufficiently advantageous over other possible
codes (by a factor that depends on the second eigenvalue), then everyone else is guaranteed to have
the same code (and it will be the optimal code given beliefs).
A more intuitive notion than the second largest eigenvalue is perhaps the Cheeger constant of
a graph. The Cheeger constant is measure of how “bottlenecked” a graph is, or how much those
in the most insular partition of the graph communicate with those outside that partition. In the
context of transition matrices and denoting &()8, 9 ) = c8)8, 9 , and &() × ) 2) =
∑
8∈), 9∈)2 &()8, 9 ),
the Cheeger constant can be expressed as
Φ()) = min
(:c(()≤ 12
&() × ) 2)
c(()
If we restrict ourselves to transition matrices that are 3-regular and symmetric, we can rewrite this
as &()8, 9 ) = )8, 9 , and &() × ) 2) =
∑
8∈), 9∈)2 &()8, 9 ), and Cheeger constant
Φ()) = min
(:|( |≤ =2
&() × ) 2)
|( |
This is because if the transition matrix is 3-regular and symmetric then if )8, 9 ≠ 0 ⇒ )8, 9 = 13
and c8 = 1# . Then we can use the Cheeger Bound to relate the Cheeger constant to language
convergence:
Theorem 1. Cheeger Bound (Cheeger 1969). Suppose ) is the transition matrix of a reversible
Markov chain with stationary distribution c. Then if _2 is the second largest eigenvalue of ) ,
_2 ≤ 1 −
Φ())2
2
so then the following proposition follows directly.
Proposition 7. Suppose the listening matrix ) is strongly connected, 3-regular, and symmetric,
and individuals are DeGroot learners. Call _2 the second-largest eigenvalue of ) , and suppose
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that the matrix of left-hand eigenvectors is nonsingular. Suppose that ∗ unique. Then ∀Y >






< X⇒ 3 (8, ∗) = 0 < Y ∀8 ∈ {1, . . . , #}.
Proof. If ) is 3-regular and symmetric, then it is reversible with respect to the uniform distribution,
as desired. Then via the Cheeger bound,
_2 ≤ 1 −
Φ())2
2
By the Perron-Frobenius Theorem |_2 | < 1. Furthermore, Φ()) ∈ [0, 1] by construction and )
strongly connected implies that Φ()) > 0, so that 1 − Φ())2 < 1. Then
_2 ≤ 1 −
Φ())2
2









< X ⇒ |_C2 | < X. Finally, we have satisfied the
assumptions from Proposition 2 so we know that ∀Y > 0∃X > 0 s.t. |_C2 | < X⇒ 3 (8, 
∗) = 0 < Y.
Choose " (X) large enough, then we are done.

Then the speed of language convergence depends on the size of the Cheeger constant. For any
two ),) ′ and %0 fixed we know that Φ()) > Φ() ′) means that individuals converge to a common
language faster under ) than ) ′.
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